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INTRODUCTIONS ARE IN ORDER

5:28 PM me: totally
  which I still need to plan my piece for
  caitlin has been emailing me
I need to respond today finally
  man I’ve been bad about this stuff lately
5:29 PM Chris: yeah
  she keeps wanting an image
  and I sent
  her a thing that said
  TBA
  which will become...
  ABT
  AfterBradTroemel
  I think i am crazy btw
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————6 minutes
5:46 PM me: this is going to be great
  I think
5:48 PM Chris: it’s weird how we simultaneously live/archive our
lives
  through gchat
  email

In November of 2010, Chris Coy and I sat in a parked car in downtown Los
Angeles for several hours discussing whether or not Louis Doulas was a real
person. It was the middle of the night. We had just come from Bring Your
Own Beamer LA, a messy event filled with young Internet personalities. When
we left the afterparty Chris had wanted to talk about something, something
he didn’t want discussed publicly and that he said was making him feel crazy.
By the end of that discussion I was convinced that Louis Doulas was in fact
an identity created by Brad Troemel.
Louis Doulas is not Brad Troemel; Brad Troemel is also not Louis Doulas.
Here is a picture of them together, in fact:

But at that time you might have been forgiven for not being so sure.
What Chris had wanted to talk about was the project that would become
After Brad Troemel. ABT is not about Louis Doulas, nor is it about Brad
Troemel, nor any of the myriad names or identities that are mentioned in
its pages. ABT is about the construction of identity in a mediated public
space—largely concerned with social interactions on the Internet, but most
prominently through textual and visual communication. If it could be said to
be about Brad Troemel, or even about Chris Coy himself, then these two are
taken as case studies of two very divergent methods of approaching mediated
identity. The text (if such an agglomeration of words and imagery can be
spoken of purely as a “text”) itself invokes a sense of fragmented identity,
a schizophrenia under the guise of research documents, seemingly strung

along and organized solely by the recurrence of numbered citations for an
appendix that appears towards (but not at) the end of the book. It is a mess.
But in many ways it is possible that for such an investigation to be properly
addressed it must manifest as schizoid and free of direct conclusion.
Alongside the spread of faster and more accessible information technologies
came some popular perspectives on the relation between identity and
technology which were often filled with utopian sentiment. “Welcome to the
wild side of cyberspace culture, where magic is real and identity is fluid,”
writes Howard Rheingold in 1993, “ … Similar to the way previous media
dissolved social boundaries related to time and space, the latest computermediated communications media seem to dissolve boundaries of identity as
well. One of the things that we ‘McLuhan’s children’ … seem to be doing
with our time … is pretending to be somebody else, or even pretending to be
several different people at the same time.”1 Even Donna Haraway, whose
classic and uncompromising text The Cyborg Manifesto would be impossible
to mistake as a work of neoliberal California Ideology (as in Rheingold),
manages to express utopic belief (or perhaps desire): “By the late twentieth
century, our time, a mythic time, we are all chimeras, theorized and
fabricated hybrids of machine and organism; in short, we are cyborgs. … The
cyborg is the condensed image of both imagination and material reality, the
two joined centres structuring any possibility of historical transformation. …
No longer structured by the polarity of public and private, the cyborg defines
a technological polis based partly on a revolution of social relations in the
oikos, the household. Nature and culture are reworked; the one can no longer
be the resource for appropriation or incorporation by the other.”2
Of these two perspectives, it is Haraway’s that is most prescient. Today’s
mediated identities are first and foremost concerned with our unmediated
identities: how we present ourselves on social networks relate more often
than not directly to our given or chosen names, with the inference that the
content we create or share for them also relates directly to our own general
subjectivity. Rather than a play with subjectivity (though this does happen,
now often organized by communities), the general focus is often one of
establishing a reified identity-as-singular-constuct, merging material reality
with imagination (or will), and public with private.

1. Howard Rheingold, The Virtual Community, 1993.
2. Donna Haraway, The Cyborg Manifesto, 1985

For the contemporary artist, this is often accomplished through constructing
what any other area of the culture industry would openly call a “brand
identity”, a loose grouping of visual and tactical expressions which mark the
content creator as easily distinguishable from others in the same milieu. This
is something about Brad Troemel which caught Chris Coy’s attention. At the
time, Troemel had openly begun discussing The Jogging (in its first iteration,
as a collaborative project of Troemel and Lauren Christiansen) as well as
himself in terms of a brand. And indeed the identity of The Jogging was
spreading as one, marked by a few key signifiers: sculptures Photoshopped
together from Google Image Search results, mundane actions using ordinary
but bizarre materials, a particular style of flash photography, and above all
the titling of each image as though it were straight from an artist’s portfolio
website—“Drinking Milk Dyed Blue, 2010, Performance”, for example. The
brand became taken up by others, or perhaps had itself developed from a
number of aesthetics that had been percolating through artist communities
online. Further, at this point Chris himself was invested in a similar type of
practice. His blog Propositions (now defunct, or hidden, it used to reside at
proposed.tumblr.com) utilized similar tactics towards image manipulation
and plays with text,3 towards creating imagery which could be read either as
a completed work transmitted on the Internet or as a propositional work to be
realized at a later date, never, or in the mind of the viewer.
Knowing that Troemel was interested in the notion of an artist’s brand
identity, Chris began closely watching a number of blogs which seemed to
arise in the wake of Jogging. Some of them seemed to come from such a
specific authorial stance, closely related to the way Jogging was operating,
that it seemed possible that each could be the product of a singular individual
or a highly organized collective. This included the personal portfolio of Louis
Doulas as well as blogs like Tanner America (product of Aaron Graham and
Shawn C. Smith), Harry Potter’s Glasses (identified, to my knowledge, only
as an individual called Morris Lumpkin), and a group called Google Skills.
Further, Chris became interested in the possibility that Jogging posts might
contain embedded meaning or actual messages, as evidenced by a work
posted to Jogging in 2010 titled RE: DANIEL, CHRIS :) (listed as Fig. 17 in
the text, a direct response to an image Chris posted to Propositions), as well
as more abstract posts such as DEAD, 2009, an image which simply reads
“Become a Cartoon.”
3. Many of the interstitial elements in this text, those beginning with the word “SCENARIO:”
on a grey page, are direct text posts from Propositions.

These and other examples are collected in ABT, in a seemingly unstructured
way which approaches the aesthetic of a conspiracy theorist’s workroom.
As in any good conspiracy theory, there are plenty of possible connections
and suspicious dialogue to be had, but here the narrative thread falls short.
Instead, through this work we see Chris wrestling with his own identity as a
producer, an author, an artist, more interested in the possibility of anonymous
production, or the possibility of creating an actually-various identity. Brad
Troemel thus becomes a device for leading on the investigation, rather than
the actual target to be found out.
Whether Troemel was enacting the work of multiple subjects or not (which
we can largely say he wasn’t), the documents contained herein do relate a
propositional case for how such a fragmented identity could manifest itself
in mediated space. If reifying yourself into a distinctive artist brand is too
problematic, and casting off all ties towards complete anonymity suggests
you’ll become separated from what is a relational, intersubjective pursuit,
what then? Perhaps a singular artist fracturing their identity into smaller
compartments, all related, all ostensibly engaged in discussion with one
another: our closest corollary is the Portugese poet Fernando Pessoa, who
in the span of his short career in the early 20th century created at least
seventy-two known heteronyms, each with their own histories, mannerisms,
and bodies of work.4 But what then? Still a singular author, making a play
of speaking from different perspectives in differing and distributed formats?
Perhaps that outlook is too negative, and prejudiced by a societal impulse
that labels such plays of identity as pathology and calls it schizophrenia.
Perhaps it would be an alternative:
If the human race survives, future men will, I suspect, look back on our
enlightened epoch as a veritable age of Darkness. They will presumably
be able to savor the irony of this situation with more amusement than we
can extract from it. The laugh’s on us. They will see that what we call
‘schizophrenia’ was one of the forms in which, often through quite ordinary
people, the light began to break through the cracks in our all-too-closed
minds.5
Artie Vierkant
New York, 2013
4 A fragment of Pessoa’s poetry can be found without reference number, as if casually
inserted, on the page opposite figures 105 & 106.
5 R.D. Laing, from The Politics of Experience and the Bird of Paradise, 1967.

1.
chris.coy@gmail.com
Fri, Jan 8, 2010 at 2:48 PM
Chat with daniel everett
gmail.com

1:45 PM

daniel: the advantage of the internet to me is
freeing my work from its need to physically exist.
I hate my work existing in a permanent physical sense - and I guess that has to do with the
idea that there is a difference between art and the
objects it leaves behind, and those objects, even
virtual ones, are less important to me
me: and finally get on the tumblr wagon

1:48 PM
1:49 PM

1:50 PM

1:51 PM

daniel: I understand what you mean. I like that
on the internet there is so many new things to see
per day, that although recorded forever, my work
just disappears after a little while
even if it remains there fortever
me: lately i’ve been interested lately in bourriaud’s description of ‘forms as cognitive tools’
montage and detourage
etc
art as an engagement with culture
and photoshop as the conceptual artist’s most
important tool pretty much for the realization of
‘propositions’ that could be physically realized,
but don’t even need to be
a lot of the time
a visual ‘paper trail’ that elucidates theory made
practice
daniel: do you know brad troemel?
me: no
i know of his work though
photographer

daniel: you might like him a lot
not really, chicago artist kid
such a smart dude
me: yeah, he seems like it
daniel: thejogging.tumblr.com
me: yeah
daniel: oh okay
me: i just recently saw this
daniel: okay, so you know about him
me: and was like--- whoa
he’s making the same stuff I’m making
in a way
1:52 PM

daniel: yeah, he actually ran a gallery here for
awhile. he is still finishing his undergrad at saic

1:53 PM

me: yeah, you did a show at his gallery or smething
rigte
rite?
daniel: yeah i did
anyway, I respect his ideas a ton even if I disagree with quite a bit

1:54 PM

me: yeah would be fun to meet him/talk to him
i think we’d get along
or at least we’d have stuff to talk about

1:56 PM

daniel: yeah
me: maybe i’ll email him
and become email friends
does he chat much?
ichat/gchat

etc
?
1:57 PM

1:58 PM

1:59 PM
2:00 PM

daniel: he is omnipresent online, but I
never talk to him on here. I think he might
end up in LA depending on where he goes
to grad school
me: cool
what’s his email
daniel: oh just the o ne on his tumblr
me: k
daniel: thejogging@gmail.com

2.

SCENARIO:
Brad Troemel is a genius and a mastermind.

3.
Free Art is a decentralized system
of display that allows anyone to
appropriate and re-contextualize the
work of others online. To achieve
an audience no longer requires
being initially purchased as a
luxury good nor the high cost of a
traditional mass media broadcast.
Free Art is a digital conversation
among producers, a system of
endorsements among peers.
Divorced from material commodity,
Free Art is the
display of art’s information through
individual creation and links.
4.
Memes mark the death of individual
authorship’s last gasping breath,
and instead propose a system of
radical collaboration and mass
participation. A simple look at
the way in which artists separate
themselves from one another to
create their work– let alone the way
so many artists separate themselves
from skilled laborers and knowledge
workers outside the field of
who could aid their productive
processes– reveals a fundamental
flaw in the belief of total creative
autonomy: it doesn’t work that well.
5.
To create this world of art freed
from social pressure I’ve taken
to supporting the tactic of digital
anonymity as of late. It is a tool
that allows us to divorce art

from considerations of personal
accomplishment or brand-making.
Anonymity fundamentally
disrupts capitalism at its core.
Capitalism relies on distinct actors
to function, the buyer/seller binary
is its basis. Without a definition
of who producing the property in
question there is no seller and that
property becomes impossible to
purchase. Sure, you may buy an I
Can Haz Cheezburger t-shirt, but
no one can “buy a meme” because
it is inherently authorless and/or
dynamically produced. I don’t want
to impose this conception of art on
everyone. People who really want
to sell their art should be free to do
so. I want a productive space better
than the options I’ve been given.
This idea of art-as-meme is the kind
of art world that I look forward to.
6.
The active internet user sees the
internet as a tool for the discovery
of a life beyond the one she
currently inhabits away from her
computer. To her, the internet
is a place to practice the use of
promotional tactics, to implement
new communicational structures
for others to populate and/or insert
herself in a dialogue with fellow
cultural producers. Her time may
begin on the internet but it certainly
doesn’t end there– the internet is
her tool to achieve things in real life
otherwise difficult or impossible
without the technology she has
studied and employs.

7.
Anonymous asked: Is there a reason
why you keep taking people’s
images and writing your name on
them?
I want to engage the inherently
narcissistic aspects of art making
by reducing my identity to a plainly
stated ornament of the images I post
8.
Currently, many Web 2.0 artists
utilize the internet as a publicity
and networking machine with the
latent hope of using their social
capital accumulated online as
an opportunity for commercial
exhibition later (or sooner) in life.
The distributional efficiency of
artists publishing content online can
very easily serve as an appendage
of the art market. There is already
a “minor league” feeder program
in the making, where galleries and
other institutions discover artists
who are digitally popularized.
Using a combination of websites
including but not limited to Tumblr,
Youtube, Delicious and Facebook,
these artists are able to produce
intricate webs of cross promotion
and widespread recognition. The
minor league is created by internetbased art communities and marketinfluenced institutions performing
a feedback loop with one another
through an intimate understanding
of the other’s social and economic
value.

9.
The name Joyce Jordan acts as
a placeholder for a group. Joyce
Jordan may be shown in art
exhibitions by anyone and everyone
who wishes to display the website.
All exhibitions Joyce Jordan is
featured in will be documented
on the website. Because tracing if
someone was or was not involved
would be impossible, all exhibitions
may be used by anyone on their own
CV. Joyce Jordan’s resume is public
property.

SCENARIO:
PA stands for Passive Aggressions.

10.

11. CIRCLE, 2010

12.
Little-known Facts about Daniel Everett & Chris Coy:
same birthplace
same birthyear
same undergrad
same religious background
same upbringing
For as long as I can remember our friendship has been discolored by a
subjacent hypercompetitiveness.
Daniel projects it.
I reflect it.
I didn’t even pinpoint this until I recognized how acute it was when
interacting with his older brother Peter.

13.
Feb. 2, 2010

THRASHIN’, 2010, The 1986 movie Thrashin’ taped off of TV with every
commercial break carefully edited out
image by Daniel Everett - see 1.

I remember
sitting in the library
tensely
tweaking
an encoded message to BT
via DE
- see 14.

14.
Feb. 4, 2010

“Gleaming the Cube” taped over Daniel’s copy of THRASHIN’ (with Rat
Bones sticker)

15.
from Daniel: ................ no response
*

16. - see 17. RE: DANIEL, CHRIS :), 2010

17.
Feb. 5, 2010

RE: DANIEL, CHRIS :), 2010
image by the jogging

*

18.
Feb. 5, 2010

image by me

19. CODA
(A). Wed, Feb 17, 2010 at 12:22 PM
from
to

chris coy <chris.coy@gmail.com>
daniel everett <danieleverett@gmail.com>

sorry if the ‘taping over’ came off as a jerky thingwas interested in the idea of a refresh/update, skateboarding as
successive series of tricks as conversation between practitioners, etc
chris

(B). Wed, Feb 17, 2010 at 12:27 PM
from
to

chris coy <chris.coy@gmail.com>
daniel everett <danieleverett@gmail.com>

I had been anticipating a continual ‘versioning’ of the tape
as successive individuals either added more stickers or ‘taped
over’ it- the beginnings of a meme,etc

(C). Wed, Feb 17, 2010 at 5:03 PM
to

chris coy <chris.coy@gmail.com>

oh, I wasn’t bothered. I got what you were doing.
-------------------------------------------------------www.daniel-everett.com
danieleverett.tumblr.com
--------------------------------------------------------

20.

“

Hello,
I’m writing to propose a new exhibition titled
PA: Personal Armies, Private Attacks, Positive Attention, Passive Aggressions, Public Addresses, Purchasing Agents, Power Amplifiers, Positive
Attitudes, Peer Authorities, Projects Advanced, Police Academies, Personal
Assistants, Policy Analysts, Points Against, Parental Advisories, Public Aid,
Patients Association, Personal Alarms, Partial Agreements, Psycho Analyses,
Press Agents, Property Administrators, Photoinduced Absorbtions, Providers
Assigned, Positions Approximate…”
Posted: January 11th, 2011

21, 22.

23.

24.
This refusal of a coherent identity, both online and off, is most tangible in
JOGGING’s work Perfor Manceart, a Facebook avatar that acts directly on
the public interfaces of other profiles. The project/avatar seeks to explore the
limits of acceptable conduct on Facebook as a means of revealing the underlying communicative restrictions of the platform. Through behavior that can
only be likened to trolling, Perfo Rmanceart explores the protocological limits of what may appear to be an open communicative platform. In DEFINE A
STRANGER BLANKLY, 2010, a “friend” is repeatedly tagged in images of
blank space, such that their default photo page is emptied of the user’s image.

25. see 100

26.

APPENDIX A.
Alternate Covers

(A1)

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

(A5

(A6)

(A7)

(A8)

(A9)

27.

28. Chat with Brad Troemel
Wed, Jan 13, 2010 at 4:16 PM

3:29 PM

me: nice comments on free art†

3:31 PM

Brad: thank youuu

3:34 PM

me: u think of it as a nascent movement- or one that just hasn’t
had an articulated manifesto but lots of practitioners (that may
not even realize they’re part of it)

3:37 PM
3:38 PM
3:39 PM
3:42 PM

3:43 PM

Brad: yes, definitely.
me: nice
Brad: what do you think about all of this?
me: i hadn’t really spent time with jogging until this past weekwas familiar with your older, primarily photographic work ....
but hadn’t realized you’d be working this groove for so longlast night I went through pretty much everything... and was kind
of floored. your ability to articulate conclusions to problems that
are the primary inhibitors for art making i think are right on...
the only problem I then run into is the desire not to replicate
your work as my solutions though much of the work i’ve been
posting since i started this tumblr is older things that i just
hadn’t shared like i’ve been coming to similar solutions out of
a despondency and tiredness with the netart scene and looking
backwards at people like hockney and picasso last year - i felt a
real desire to stop limiting my production
Brad: what do you think about netart?

3:44 PM

me: and just let art be the manifestation of an engagement with
ideas and a visual paper trail of my thinking

†see Appendix C

3:45 PM

3:46 PM

netart is scrollbar formalism mostly
it’s a little part detournement with some pop sensibilities
i think it’s relevant to an overall practice... but starts to feel
too much like high modernism in some of it’s appreciable
qualities
Brad: who’s your favorite net artist?
me: hmmmm
i think harm is pretty fantastic
Brad: yes, he is

3:47 PM

me: i like a lot of what damon does - though the intellectual
coolness of his distance between artist and work is not
something I have come to terms with
that could be a misreading on my part as well
i mean these are all my friends so the main thing for me in it
is just a celebration of community
Brad: those are my two favs as well

3:48 PM

me: i like rafael for his popular appeal and the flatness of
what he does
john michael boling’s stuff was my entry point to everything
was a revelation in a way- and something that my earlier stuff
shares a lot of kinship with
Brad: i like charles broskoski but he doesn’t have enough
web 1.0 references to be a purebreed internet artist :)
me: tracky birthday’s obsession with the amateur is some of
the most relevant stuff in relation to ‘free art’
possibly
jon rafman as surfer is really good
Brad: same here, w/ 53o’s
me: yeah, cab is great

3:49 PM

Brad: an art school freshman year miracle, haha
me: srsly- jmb was like blowing the lid off pandora’s box

3:50 PM

3:51 PM

3:52 PM

i’d been messing around with animated gifs and things but
his was the elevation of the conceptual gesture as primary
importance over formalist or early net-art html code stuff
and that was something i connected to-- there is an imbalance
in general with consumption over production and that’s why
‘thejogging’ is also nailing it
photoshop becomes a neural pathway almost from brain to
web in seconds
if we truly are artists or profess to have an art practice
it should be a practice with proof
like ‘jogging’
harhar
Brad: i think that imbalance is market-conditioned. it is
ridiculous that jon stewart can make 165 episodes a year
and artists can barely cull together half a dozen projects. the
people who grant opportunities to show and sell work have
an interest in maintaining a very low production rate. the
shameless manipulation of supply and demand is their calling
card
me: and then it becomes a learned behavior

3:54 PM

3:55 PM

3:56 PM

Brad: exactly
me: on the part of the artist... trying to not appear to eager
almost
too eager
yet there is an understanding by everyone that some of the
most exciting things being made are by the ‘non-artist’ who
feels an almost pathological need to create and create and
create
Brad: in one part bolstered by laziness given support, and
another by creating synthetic “importance” based on the
scarcity of work on a website (i.e. “oh wow, there’s only 5
pictures on this site- he must have SLAVED over them!”)
me: the sheer force of human will on display becomes more
important almost than the work
Brad: thats a good point

me: which is why the idea of free art and prolific practice is
the only way forward
3:57 PM

3:58 PM
3:59 PM

4:00 PM
4:01 PM
4:02 PM

Brad: the people watching forest gump run accross america
probably weren’t timing him
me: though i would say there is a sensitivity to craft in your
photoshop work
or maybe execution is the better word
I think this is the most exciting thing period right now in any
art scene/conversation period.
period
lol
I’ve been stewing all of last year with laconic feelings of
confusion over a lot of these issues
Brad: haha i feel the same way
me: and it’s like- finally somebody is saying something
i better get moving
as well
Brad: im really happy you’re stoked!

4:03 PM

4:04 PM

4:05 PM

me: well- it’s important man- and I applaud you for it
which is the whole other part of why this is so great--- because
when you make work and put it up... it affects people
i’m always amazed when people i don’t know (or do) mention
things I’ve done
i think everyone secretly sees the true value in the practicing
artist...
Brad: i know what you’re saying.. im always in awe when i
look at the “city” part of my statcounter
not of myself, but of the efficiency of this way of
communicating
me: who not only speaks to a shared conceptual stance, but a
system of display and models of distribution
that are the only true relevant solution any more
like- you make a video and people all over watch it

it’s crazy
and suddenly 60,000 views is a small number
4:16 PM

me: it’s nice

29.

SCENARIO:
An artist borrows another artist’s online identity and then
proceeds to make work “directly inspired” by his (or her)
original self.
May 16th, 2010 11:06am

30a-b

31.
from
to
date
subject
signed-by

Louis Doulas <thegalleryspace@gmail.com>
chris@seecoy.com
Mon, Mar 29, 2010 at 12:26 AM
Online Exhibition
gmail.com

Chris,
I (louisdoulas.tumblr.com & thegalleryspace.tumblr.com) enjoy
your work and would like to include you in an online exhibition.
I have already chosen a few images/projects I would like to reblog/exhibit and I just wanted to let you know/make sure you’re
cool with it! :)
If you have any questions feel free to ask.
Here are the details:
THE GALLERY SPACE
Call for Entries
The Gallery Space is an exhibition site that showcases immaterial artwork.
The Gallery Space and all work exists on the Internet.
_______________________________________________________
For our first exhibition we are reblogging / exhibiting artists
we like here @ thegalleryspace.tumblr.com
We are looking for artists who work immaterially, using the Internet and new media to their advantage.
The point of this Event page is you.
We are looking for more work to include in this exhibition. If
you or your friends are interested please submit your work or
recommend more artists to us!
Please send all work, questions and comments to: thegalleryspace@gmail.com for consideration.

Thank you!

-thegalleryspace.tumblr.com
louisdoulas.tumblr.com

32.
The introduction in the email ties the identity of the speaker “I” to two websites. It could have said, “I, Louis Doulas, enjoy your work...” which would
have then been a singular, implied physical being and not a displaced constellation of digital entities.
While it is quite conceivable that an artist independent of BT could be behind
such an endeavor of “immediate homage”, the technical sophistication, photoshop skills and deep understanding of the jogging’s aesthetic voice makes it
feel very much like an inside job.
Though it is also possible that Louis is like me and capable of instantaneous
imitation.What does the phrase, “Too good to be true” mean in this case?
Could LD be a direct result of my passive-aggresive contact with Brad during
the first few months of 2010?? If so, does it follow then that Louis Doulas is
my creation?
Also, this email/project came just after Jogging’s An Immaterial Survey of
Our Peers. (http://rhizome.org/editorial/2010/mar/30/empty-space/)

33B. 33R. 33A. 33D.
33T. 33O. 33E. 33M. 33L.

34.

“

In the digital world, transmitting information increasingly means making it
known within a social network where knowledge is shared in the context of
personal exchanges. The clear distinction between the producer and consumer
of information is relativized and communication appears not only as an exchange of data, but also as a form of sharing. This dynamic has contributed to a
new appreciation of communication itself, which is seen first of all as dialogue,
exchange, solidarity and the creation of positive relations. On the other hand,
this is contrasted with the limits typical of digital communication: the onesidedness of the interaction, the tendency to communicate only some parts of
one’s interior world, the risk of constructing a false image of oneself, which
can become a form of self-indulgence.
Young people in particular are experiencing this change in communication,
with all the anxieties, challenges and creativity typical of those open with enthusiasm and curiosity to new experiences in life. Their ever greater involvement
in the public digital forum, created by the so-called social networks, helps to
establish new forms of interpersonal relations, influences self-awareness and
therefore inevitably poses questions not only of how to act properly, but also
about the authenticity of one’s own being. Entering cyberspace can be a sign of
an authentic search for personal encounters with others, provided that attention is paid to avoiding dangers such as enclosing oneself in a sort of parallel
existence, or excessive exposure to the virtual world. In the search for sharing,
for “friends”, there is the challenge to be authentic and faithful, and not give in
to the illusion of constructing an artificial public profile for oneself.
excerpted from:
Truth, Proclamation and Authenticity of Life in the Digital Age
Message of His Holiness
Pope Benedict XVI
For the 45th World Communications Day, June 5, 2011

SCENARIO:
Parker Ito creates a fake Facebook profile in the guise of
artist Chris Coy. Parker Ito then friends several worldrenowned curators who take an interest in Coy’s work which
eventually leads to Seecoy’s first major solo exhibition in
New York. The curators, believing that Seecoy’s Facebook
is “authentic”, accidentally give Parker Ito full exhibition
control. Ito opts to drive his monster truck “Grave Digger”
all over New York City crushing tons of shit in the process
and also claiming it as performance art.

35. email from Morris Lumpkin aka usaextrafancy@gmail.com
aka harrypottersglassess.tumblr.com
36. harrypottersglasses.tumblr.com (screenshot February 2011)

37. Screenshot of Louis Doulas’ tumblr
http://louisdoulas.tumblr.com/post/2998749124/good-workfrom-harry-potters-glasses-aka-jiu-wang

1. mogzy liked this
2. kate-crowell liked this
3. kenmat reblogged this from louisdoulas
4. enterthenight liked this
5. intentdispersion liked this
6. louisdoulas posted this
(internetdispersion’s tumblr account no longer exists) - possible pseudo?

38.
from Willium Geatts aka
gb1llnairez@gmail.com
(3 pages)

23.
is

39.

40.
Sometime between Feb 28th
and Mar 1st, 2011 the list of
likes and reblogs disappeared
on this post.

41.

42.

43.
Louis Doulas reblogged jo-eytang, a
2nd year MFA student at NYU
44.
Louis Doulas failed to list any of the
jogging on:
POST INTERNET SURVIVAL
GUIDE 2010

“

The book features texts and works
by Damon Zucconi, Martin
Kohout, Anne de Vries, Constant
Dullaart, Micah
Schippah, Tabor Robak, Jon Rafman, AIDS-3D, Yannic
Joray and Lorenzo Bernet, Rachael
Milton, Sam
Hancocks, Gene McHugh, Jack
Latham, Chris Lee, Mike
Ruiz, Artie Vierkant, Brian Khek,
Kate Steciw, Iain
Ball, Kari Altmann, Matei Samihaian, Timur Si-Qin,
Sterling Crispin, Louis Doulas and
more.
45. someone referred to Brad as
“Brady T” - can’t remember who it
was though
46.
Brad & Louis Doulas “met“ sometime in January 2011- yet there is no
public evidence of said meeting

47.
Louis Doulas creates:
“DOMAIN NAME”
on February 9, 2011

“

Domain Name is an online exhibition space that showcases artists
anonymously
Domain Name space is now accepting proposals for online exhibitions.
How it works:
1) create an anonymous identity for
yourself and other artists
2) create NEW work
3) write up an artist statement
4) send ideas to domainnamespace@gmail.com
48.
a hot dog wrapped in bacon

49, 51-58.

59a. Chat with Brad Troemel
Fri, Mar 19, 2010 at 10:30 PM

9:26 PM
9:27 PM
9:31 PM

9:32 PM

Brad: question: do you know who runs the pulse?
me: nah
miami ?
nyc?
dubai
?
lol
dumb joke
Brad: im surprised the internets been able to keep
a secret this long

9:35 PM

me: are you on it?
i haven’t checked it in a while
oh . they’re being mean to constant
sad.
i lke constant’s stuff
lol-ing tho
‘guilty’
feel like my delicious has some direct corrolation
to shit on here
lol-ing at the snarkiness

9:36 PM

Brad: they’re bringing the snark

9:33 PM

9:34 PM

me: and that it’s all somewhat ironic
Brad: i dont think i mind it
me: i’m assuming
i don’t
it’s fun to have a crotchety old tumblr
griping about kids these days
Brad: so long as its handed out evenly i think it
can just be an inside joke

SCENARIO:
thepulse.tumblr.com
is really a secret side project of Tom Moody

60.

SCENARIO:
thepulse.tumblr.com
is really a secret side project of the jogging

61. David Karp on Sep 19, 2008, 5:24 PM said:
Hi Eric!
Very sorry I didn’t get back to you earlier. We’ve had a lot in motion this
week :)
I think the griefing issue is interesting. I’m definitely a believer that this sort
of negative behavior has as much to do with the design and context of the
tools as it does with the community using them.
Tumblr’s done an okay job of encouraging positive voices. Check out tumblr.
com/explore where we’ve done pretty well at bubbling up quality content and
filtering out frivolous negativity.
The two features that are currently susceptible to this abuse are Notes and
Followers. These are the only places where an untrusted user can interact
with you, albeit in a pretty tame way.
Followers can be spammed in the same way fake users have started to friend
us across social sites like Facebook and Twitter.
Notes and Notifications will notify Tumblr users when another user reblogs
them.
We’ve known these features have the opportunity to be abused, but we’ve
opted to leave Tumblr and our community more open for the short-run.
The trick will be to rework these features so they aren’t quite as open with
untrusted content (that is, content you don’t explicitly follow).
We’ve been baking a solution to this for a while that we’re currently using to
filter content on the Tumblr Explore page. The quality of our community is
obviously priority number one.
Thank you!

SCENARIO:
thepulse.tumblr.com
is really a secret side project of Ryder Ripps

62.
http://www.newsweek.com/2010/12/08/tumblr-s-ceo-on-blogging-onlineanonymity.html
Julie Halpert: Technology is obviously reshaping everything. In your case,
how do you see the Internet’s evolution affecting the work you do?
David Karp: The thing I’m most excited about that will be the single most
dramatic change to the Internet is we’re going to start seeing the reduction
of anonymity on the Web. Anonymity to me is one of the most destructive
forces. [That’s why] a big part of Tumblr is hugely empowering—the notion
that you’re creating something online you’re proud of, and I can’t drive by
your blog and leave you something nasty. We’re in just the right position. Nowhere on the Web can you create an identity you’re proud of like on Tumblr,
so we plan to take advantage of that shift.
...
Julie: We’re talking to the CEO of McAfee in an upcoming interview. Is
there anything you would want to ask him?
David: What do they see themselves defending [us from] five years from
now? It was viruses, then firewalls to protect from hackers. What in technology do they see themselves being a bodyguard for? What are the emerging
threats?

SCENARIO:
thepulse.tumblr.com
is really a secret side project of Gene McHugh
Jeff Baij

59b. Chat with Brad Troemel
Fri, Mar 19, 2010 at 10:30 PM

9:37 PM
9:42 PM

me: yeah
[...]
maybe you’re the pulse
Brad: exactly this is reverse reverse psychology

9:43 PM

me: I feel like i need ot make sports analogy now

63. An image that supports this argument.

64.
The following exchange took place sometime between the hours of ____
and ______ between the __th and the __ of _________.

65a.
Chris Coy initiates an experiment in ubiquitous authorship, allowing visitors
to jstchillin.org to edit uploaded images for public display with complete
anonymity.
Above: One instance / version of the collaborative project.

65b.
After image-only communication proves limited (chains of image responses
lasting usually only 3-4 instances before being outright replaced with a
different image), Coy attempts to provoke a conversation with anyone willing
to respond.

65c.
The conversation begins.
The language chosen is itself shrouded in anonymity, with possibly deliberate
misspellings and text/Internet-friendly abbreviations. An adoption of
the same dialect (or smoke and mirrors) employed by the likes of Morris
Lumpkin.
Appropriately, the anonymous commenter refers to Coy’s concern about the
photo (as referred to in his open question) as a red herring, meant to distract
and not the central subject of interest.

65d.
Coy responds visually, circling the use of the word “plastic”-- Coy’s chosen
metaphor / point of comparison for pixel malleability.

65e.
Coy presses for further comment / information.

65f.
Anonymous respondent shares a link to a Jeanette Hayes interview. Of seven
questions asked, to three she answers only “Money”, to two she answers only
“No”.
Excerpt:
Interviewer: People are collaborating without ever actually meeting each
other, are we spawning a neo-renaissance in art?
JH: Yes, this might be a time of neo-renassaince (sic), but not because we are
not meeting our collaborators

65g.
Coy highlights the word “ambiguity” from the URL in the image. The
respondent has brought a challenge to Coy’s focus on anonymity and leaves,
never to return to the discussion.

65h.
The discussion is left or the image replaced.

66.

Fwd: Good Advice - NOT a joke!
Here’s a keeper, or better yet, print it out and keep it with
your wallet / purse contents page.
ATTORNEY’S ADVICE - NO CHARGE
Not A Joke!!
Even If you dislike attorneys. You will love them
for these tips.
Read this and make a copy for your files in case you need to refer to it someday. Maybe we should all take some of his advice!
A corporate attorney sent the following out to the employees in
his company:
1. Do not sign the back of your credit cards. Instead, put
‘PHOTO ID REQUIRED.’
2. When you are writing checks to pay on your credit card accounts, DO NOT put the complete account number on the ‘For’
line. Instead, just put the last four numbers. The credit card
company knows the rest of the number, and anyone who might be
handling your check as it passes through all the check processing channels won’t have access to it.
3. Put your work phone # on your checks instead of your home
phone. If you have a PO Box use that instead of your home address. If you do not have a PO Box, use your work address. Never
have your SS# printed on your checks. (DUH!) You can add it if
it is necessary. But if you have It printed, anyone can get it.
4. Place the contents of your wallet on photocopy machine. Do
both sides of each license, credit card, etc. You will know what
you had in your wallet and all of the account numbers and phone
numbers to call and cancel.. Keep the photocopy in a safe place.
I also carry a photocopy of my passport when I travel either
here or abroad. We’ve all heard horror stories about fraud
that’s committed on us in stealing a Name,
address, Social Security number, credit cards..

Unfortunately, I, an attorney, have firsthand knowledge because
my wallet was stolen last month. Within a week, the thieves
ordered an expensive monthly cell phone package, applied for a
VISA credit card, had a credit line approved to buy a Gateway
computer, received a PIN number from DMV to change my driving
record information online, and more.
But here’s some critical information to limit the damage in case
this happens to you or someone you know:
5. We have been told we should cancel our credit cards immediately. But the key is having the toll free numbers and your card
numbers handy so you know whom to call. Keep those where you can
find them.
6. File a police report immediately in the jurisdiction where
your credit cards, etc., were stolen. This proves to credit
providers you were diligent, and this is a first step toward an
investigation (if there ever is one).
But here’s what is perhaps most important of all: (I never even
thought to do this.)
7. Call the 3 national credit reporting organizations immediately to place a fraud alert on your name and also call the Social
Security fraud line number. I had never heard of doing that until advised by a bank that called to tell me an application for
credit was made over the Internet in my name.
The alert means any company that checks your credit knows your
information was stolen, and they have to contact you by phone to
authorize new credit.
By the time I was advised to do this, almost two weeks after
the theft, all the damage had been done. There are records of
all the credit checks initiated by the thieves’ purchases, none
of which I knew about before placing the alert. Since then, no
additional damage has been done, and the thieves threw my wallet away this weekend (someone turned it in). It seems to have
stopped them dead in their tracks.
Now, here are the numbers you always need to contact about your
wallet, if it has been stolen:

1.) Equifax:

1-800-525-6285

1-800-525-6285

2.) Experian (formerly TRW):

1-888-397-3742

3.) Trans

Union :

1-800-680 7289

1-888-397-3742

1-800-680 7289

4.) Social Security Administration (fraud line):
1-800-269-0271 1-800-269-0271
We pass along jokes on the Internet; we pass along just about
everything.
If you are willing to pass this information along, it could really help someone that you care about.

67.

68.

69.
http://bradtroemel.com/thejoggingbackup/posts/250194103.html
Nov 19, 2009

70.
http://louisdoulas.tumblr.com/post/3083816581/ghost-sighting-in-parisfrance
Feb 3, 2011
divisibilities liked this
divisibilities reblogged this from louisdoulas

69.
http://bradtroemel.com/thejoggingbackup/posts/621711700.html
May 22, 2010

70.
Louis Doulas’ Photos - Profile Pictures (Facebook)
Photo 5 of 10
Added November 11, 2010

(detail)

71.

72.
Q: Why are so many super heroes
anonymous?

A: IDK exactly-- watching
Spiderman the movie rite now- ttys
bout it kk.

73.
Extension of personal brand; name as logo/identifier tied to set of aesthetic
strategies; the opposite of anonymity? (Beuysian strategy)... displacing the
person for the personal gaze- trade for a type of visual association (self-mythologizing; self-design)
MATERIALS:
a fedora hat
a jacket with many pockets
a felt suit
a rubber stamp
=
a digital image
a superimposed name
a caption
a title

74.

75.

76.

IDK-- was that 2002 or 2001???

77.

78.

23.

79.

Fwd: The Name Game :D

Have a BLAST!

name, 1st letter of a siblings
first name or cousin, and last
letter of your moms first
name)

1... REAL NAME:

8. YOUR WITNESS PROTECTION NAME (parents middle
names)

CARTOON NAME (first 3 letters of real name plus izzle).

9. YOUR PET NAME (favorite
flower)

3. YOUR DETECTIVE NAME
(favorite color and favorite
animal)

10. YOUR BUSINESS NAME
(Mr./Mrs., first name of favorite author, name of favorite
dinosaur)

4 . YOUR SOAP OPERA NAME
(your middle name and street
you live on/or neighborhood)
5. YOUR STAR WARS NAME
(the first 3 letters of your last
name, first 2 letters of your
first name)
6. YOUR SUPERHERO/CRIMINAL NAME: (Your 2nd favorite
color, and favorite drink):
7. YOUR IRAQI NAME (1st
letter of your first name, 3rd
letter of your last name, 1st
letter of your last name, 2nd
letter of your mom’s maiden
name, 3rd letter of your dads

I would say pass it on to your
friends or you’ll die... but that’s
a lie. Please just pass it on for
the heck of it, cause weird
names are the bomb!
--

/\_/\
(=*.*)
\(.(“)(“)

-<3 Hailey

~Ashlo~

80.
I just realised how many songs
I have with the title “Changes”,
which is 5. And they are all completely different songs. How many
do you have?
Also, what is the most used word in
song titles do you think? Other than
words like “it” or “the”. I’m thinking “Love” or “Babe/Baby”

81.

Changes, Black Sabbath
Changes, Crispian St. Peters
Changes, David Bowie
Changes, Moby Grape
Changes, The Zombies

SCENARIO:
An artist’s talk on a colleague discusses (and decodes) at
length the latter’s work as though it was made solely for the
reception of the individual speaking.

BAND-AID ON A TATTOO, 2009, Performance
May 28, 2009, 1:17 am
82.
The anchor tattoo’s hook-like shape is a visual metaphor of Brad’s desire to
hook me into his artistic orbit. The bandaid is a nod to repressive suburbia.

•º•

Fake Tattoo Applied in Alleyway Next to House, 2010
Jan 12th, 2010, 4:12 pm
83.
Chris: Poser-aesthetics

Potentiality of Art Creation and a Vacuum, 2009
January 30, 2010, 1:33 pm
84.
CC: I can’t quite everything that went into this video- I do remember it being
something distinctly to do with antagonism towards the annoying yearstamp
that was religiously applied to all creative output. The sheer volume of work
was both admirable and obsessively intense; brute force on display (the).
For this specific video ‘2009’ functioned as an integral part of the work, not
relevant to actual year of creation (2010).

Forgot the title- vinyl letters and a gold nugget image, 1849
February 5, 2010, 11:07 am
85.
C: This notion of staking one’s claim caused me to hunt out an image of a
golden nugget, photoshop it into a frame and then put fake vinyl letters over
the top- affixing the date as reference to the territorial pissing of goldminer’s
staking their claims.
see - 121 (detail).

ARTIFICIAL ROCK TAG, 2010
February 6, 2010, 11:31 am
86.
I believe this was a quick retort by Brad. My message had found it’s intended
target. The rebuttal seemed to say: “You’re a fake rock, your art is a fake
smiley face and I know you’re talking to me with the date thing. It’s 2010,
not 1849, bro.”

•º•

CARTOON, 2010
February 8, 2010, 11:50 am
87.
I think Brad is accusing me of biting his style- like the joke isn’t funny when
it cancels itself out.
Key word: PLAGIARISM

•º•

UNTITLED, 2010
February 10, 2010, 1:53 pm
88.
What Brad is trying to tell me in this piece here is that my work relies too
heavily on self-congratulatory photoshop flexing as opposed to deeper content and conceptual rigor. The turning of the image upside down is a sign of
disapproval. The lack of a head, is effectively a message saying- “no brains,
all brawn.”
(a segment of this thought was originally posted on May 23rd, 2010 12:04pm
to http://proposed.tumblr.com/post/625575144/scenario-lecture)

•º•

CLICK HERE TO VIEW JOGGING’S NEW WEBSITE:
IMPRESSIONS
February 15, 2010, 1:13 am
89.
My antagonistic few images signalled a shift in the jogging’s output... Firstly,
couched in the niceties of homage, Brad pursued a mode that exclusively
used stylistic quotation of other artists as a means of “understanding” them.
I think it is proof of our mutual fascination with the chameleon-like potential
of the no-style-all-style polymath.
Secondly, he began to repost the greatest hits from the previous months. Was
this a marking of the aesthetic territory? Alpha male behavior?
And then there was that whole bit where the jogging ceased posting or
something... -see 93
But that could have just had everything to do with the “An Immaterial Survey
of Our Peers” show since that was a lot of work and it was the same time
frame...

90.
freak

91.
12x Digital Zoom
C. Coy
2009, 2010, 2011

92.

93.
THE JOGGING IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE ITS 2-MONTH WITHDRAWAL FROM POSTING VISUAL ART ON THE INTERNET. THIS
WITHDRAWAL, AND THE SUBSEQUENT RELEASE OF ALL WITHHELD VISUAL ART ARE PART OF A PERFORMANCE PIECE TITLED
‘AURA APOCALYPSE’ TO BE PRESENTED AT NOMA GALLERY,
SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA IN A SHOW ORGANIZED BY OUR
FRIENDS JSTCHILLIN. ON THE NIGHT OF APRIL 17 FROM 6:00 – 9:00
PM ALL WORK FROM THE PRECEDING 2 MONTHS WILL BE RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC ON THIS WEBSITE OVER THE COURSE OF
THE 3 HOUR OPENING. THERE WILL BE A LIVE, AUTOMATICALLY

RELOADING PROJECTION OF THIS RELEASE INSIDE OF THE GALLERY FOR THOSE ATTENDING IN SAN FRANCISCO. SIMULTANEOUSLY, A PROJECTION OF ‘AURA APOCALYPSE’ WILL ALSO TAKE
PLACE IN REFERENCE ART GALLERY (THE SAME NIGHT + THE
SAME TIME), FOR THOSE IN RICHMOND VIRGINIA. IF YOU ARE
UNABLE TO MAKE IT TO EITHER GALLERY, WE ENCOURAGE YOU
TO LOG ON TO JOGGING REPEATEDLY FROM 6:00 – 9:00 PM APRIL
17 TO WATCH THE PERFORMANCE UNFOLD ON YOUR OWN. WE
WILL CONTINUE TO POST ESSAYS, CURATORIAL PROJECTS, AND
PROVIDE INFORMATION ON OUR OTHER CONCEPTUAL ENDEAVORS IN THE TIME BETWEEN NOW AND ‘AURA APOCALYPSE’.
THANK YOU, JOGGING (Mar 5th, 2010)

94.

ADDENDUM II.
The Flamers Bible

Origin: Unknown (actually, I wrote the first one a few
months ago, but I thought “origin: unknown” looks cool)
Revision 1: Dec. 2, 1987 by Joe Talmadge
In the time I have been posting to net, I have encountered flame wars of epic proportions (Brahms Gang vs.
Tim Maroney), and flame wars of a more modest nature (MIT
vs. CIT). Flaming has evolved into a highly-stylized art
form, complete with unwritten rules and guidelines.
Here, I have attempted to document the Art of Flaming, in
such a way as it will be interesting to old hands (flame
masters) and novices (virgins) alike. Without a further
ado, then, I present:
*******The twelve commandments of flaming*******
1. Make things up about your opponent: It’s important to
make your lies sound true. Preface your argument with the
word “clearly.” “Clearly, Fred Flooney is a liar, and a
dirtball to boot.”
2. Be an armchair psychologist: You’re a smart person.
You’ve heard of Freud. You took a psychology course in
college. Clearly, you’re qualified to psychoanalyze your
opponent. “Polly Purebread, by using the word ‘zucchini’
in her posting, shows she has a bad case of penis envy.”
3. Cross-post your flames: Everyone on the net is just
waiting for the next literary masterpiece to leave your
terminal. From rec.arts.wobegon to alt.gourmand, they’re
all holding their breaths until your next flame. There-

fore, post everywhere.
4. Conspiracies abound: If everyone’s against you, the
reason can’t *possibly* be that you’re a fuckhead.
There’s obviously a conspiracy against you, and you will
be doing the entire net a favor by exposing it.
5. Lawsuit threats: This is the reverse of Rule #4 (sort
of like the Yin & Yang of flaming). Threatening a lawsuit
is always considered to be in good form. “By saying that
I’ve posted to the wrong group, Bertha has libelled me,
slandered me, and sodomized me. See you in court, Bertha.”
6. Force them to document their claims: Even if Harry
Hoinkus states outright that he likes tomato sauce on
his pasta, you should demand documentation. If Newsweek
hasn’t written an article on Harry’s pasta preferences,
then Harry’s obviously lying.
7. Use foreign phrases: French is good, but Latin is the
lingua franca of flaming. You should use the words “ad
hominem” at least three times per article. Other favorite Latin phrases are “ad nauseum”, “vini, vidi, vici”,
“fetuccini alfredo”.
8. Tell ‘em how smart you are: Why use intelligent arguments to convince them you’re smart when all you have to
do is tell them? State that you’re a member of Mensa or
Mega or Dorks of America. Tell them the scores you received on every exam since high school. “I got an 800 on
my SATs, LSATs, GREs, MCATs, and I can also spell the
word ‘premeiotic’ “.
9. Accuse your opponent of censorship. It is your right
as an American citizen to post whatever the hell you
want to the net (as guaranteed by the 37th Amendment, I
think). Anyone who tries to limit your cross-posting or
move a flame war to email is either a communist, a fascist, or both.
10. Doubt their existence:

You’ve never actually seen

95-98.

your opponent, have you? And since you’re the center of
the universe, you should have seen them by now, shouldn’t
you? Therefore, THEY DON’T EXIST! This is the beauty of
flamers’ logic.
11. Lie, cheat, steal, leave the toilet seat up.
12. When in doubt, insult: If you forget the other 11
rules, remember this one. At some point during your wonderful career as a flamer you will undoubtedly end up in a
flame war with someone who is better than you. This person
will expose your lies, tear apart your arguments, make
you look generally like a bozo. At this point, there’s
only one thing to do: insult the dirtbag!!! “Oh yeah?
Well, your mother does strange things with vegetables.”
The Golden Rule of Flaming:
My flames will be witty, insulting, interesting, funny,
caustic, or sarcastic, but never, ever, will they be boring.
Here endeth the scriptures.
Joe Talmadge
hplabs!hpda!hpsemc!jat
source:
http://www.holysmoke.org/wb/wb0115.htm

99a.

99b.

100. images of redheads
uploaded by anonymous to
http://jstchillin.org/seecoy

101.

102.

Death of the Reader, <embed> Tags & Tom Riddle’s Diary
by Roberta L. Drem

Fusce egestas nibh sed risus rhoncus varius. Vivamus dui nisi, semper vitae
lacinia eget, tempus non nisi. Praesent metus turpis, lobortis et venenatis id,
varius sed nibh. Sed ipsum risus, gravida sed lobortis ut, mollis ac lorem.
Aenean quis ante neque, a sollicitudin tortor. Aliquam risus ipsum, iaculis vel
sodales at, tincidunt sit amet ipsum. Nam nisi quam, tempor sit amet ultrices
sed, bibendum in libero. Sed dignissim dui non metus euismod accumsan.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Nam faucibus turpis
sem.
Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos himenaeos. Nam volutpat elementum lorem, sed egestas velit dictum a.
Morbi at nisi nec dolor dignissim posuere nec at purus. Mauris quis leo sapien. Curabitur facilisis nunc et dui adipiscing imperdiet. Fusce rutrum diam
et turpis aliquam eget commodo orci eleifend. Vivamus id dignissim dui.
Duis urna mauris, iaculis vitae tristique a, imperdiet sit amet quam. Maecenas
vitae magna est, quis pretium risus. Vestibulum laoreet condimentum enim
non ornare. Pellentesque imperdiet est mi, id volutpat urna. Quisque ac dolor
tortor, eget volutpat nisl. Phasellus rhoncus porttitor volutpat. In id mauris
nec diam porta elementum in vitae leo. Duis tincidunt egestas lorem quis elementum. Suspendisse dictum, nunc rhoncus condimentum scelerisque, eros
enim adipiscing ante, quis sollicitudin nibh dolor vel velit. Morbi fringilla
lectus rhoncus mauris sodales nec vulputate mauris iaculis. Aliquam ut nisi
a ante tempus consectetur. Aenean a eros rutrum mi sagittis malesuada. In eu
rhoncus justo. Ut non ligula nulla.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Proin lectus
augue, venenatis ac convallis vitae, consequat quis nunc. Aliquam ultricies
fringilla libero id dapibus. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Donec varius mauris eget augue dignissim mollis adipiscing enim egestas. Nam arcu arcu, pharetra sit amet ultrices
sed, pharetra vitae sem. Curabitur vestibulum dui et est mollis iaculis ultrices
nibh congue. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae; Quisque hendrerit cursus nulla sit amet convallis.
Maecenas auctor massa et metus sagittis vitae convallis felis dictum. Fusce
vulputate arcu ac nisl tincidunt aliquet eu et est. Proin vitae enim turpis.
Nullam eget neque dui, sit amet aliquet nibh. Morbi adipiscing facilisis eros,
ut tristique nisi semper pellentesque. Etiam vitae massa non massa lacinia

bibendum. Maecenas molestie tellus sed nibh malesuada at adipiscing sapien
euismod. Suspendisse cursus dolor at tortor consequat ullamcorper. Nulla
pretium, tellus in viverra lobortis, nisl ligula laoreet ipsum, vitae imperdiet
lectus odio nec eros. Curabitur quis arcu a dui dapibus faucibus id sit amet
lacus.
In libero nulla, euismod vitae fringilla at, malesuada interdum ligula. Phasellus vitae arcu elit, at pharetra diam. Proin eu nunc nisl, nec bibendum eros.
Proin sit amet nibh elit, eu congue velit. Aliquam vitae arcu ipsum, sit amet
hendrerit elit. Donec in leo nisl, id egestas justo. Vestibulum elementum,
mauris vitae faucibus ultrices, metus dolor dignissim enim, nec posuere velit
orci lacinia lorem. Cras vel sem turpis, ut pretium ipsum. Nulla nec lacus
nisi. Nam sodales porta ipsum, sed pretium dui facilisis accumsan. Quisque
in ligula mi, ac pharetra sapien.
Mauris sit amet risus id mi auctor imperdiet eget ac nunc. Suspendisse
metus justo, egestas quis dignissim sit amet, ultricies congue erat. Praesent
fringilla orci et ipsum vestibulum consectetur. In eros nisl, facilisis a tincidunt vel, bibendum eu purus. Ut eget consectetur felis. Vestibulum imperdiet
placerat odio, sed tristique elit sollicitudin vel. Fusce vel gravida elit. Duis
lobortis tempus odio, id rutrum mauris consequat et. Phasellus scelerisque
elementum mi nec rhoncus. Phasellus a massa sed nisl vehicula fermentum.
Cras vel quam nunc, id tempus magna. Aenean a justo tortor, id viverra leo.
Nulla est sem, feugiat at gravida in, placerat sed nisl. Suspendisse non risus
dolor. Morbi risus enim, adipiscing at adipiscing id, iaculis pellentesque est.
Phasellus a lacus non tortor hendrerit dictum malesuada sit amet tortor. Etiam
congue dolor et purus suscipit tincidunt.
Maecenas eget sagittis est. Morbi at dui sed nisl egestas porta non nisl.
Curabitur vel fringilla eros. Phasellus porta ornare facilisis. Cum sociis
natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Donec tincidunt diam sed libero sagittis adipiscing. In pellentesque, leo nec
varius mollis, est velit posuere tortor, at faucibus ligula augue id mauris.
Proin turpis ligula, semper sed scelerisque in, feugiat in ante. Nunc euismod
sagittis sem non volutpat. Aenean pulvinar lacinia neque, eget placerat purus
rutrum vitae. Suspendisse porta commodo dolor, non luctus odio imperdiet
a. Nam ultricies faucibus felis et consequat. Proin eu diam viverra tortor pretium lacinia. Nulla sodales elementum cursus. Aliquam magna diam, scelerisque non auctor tincidunt, volutpat ac urna. Aenean metus diam, venenatis id
interdum id, pulvinar vel nulla. Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent
per conubia nostra, per inceptos himenaeos. Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad
litora torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos himenaeos. Nullam venenatis

rutrum turpis sed ultricies. Nullam ut mauris placerat sapien aliquet adipiscing vitae sed leo.
Maecenas rhoncus, turpis vel suscipit consequat, arcu sapien euismod
massa, vel suscipit ligula lorem eu ligula. Nullam eu tellus a ipsum vestibulum facilisis in et nisi. Vivamus posuere euismod leo et fringilla. Phasellus
pretium tristique lacus vitae bibendum. Cras scelerisque volutpat neque, sed
pellentesque nunc feugiat eget. Donec sit amet lectus lorem, id pharetra eros.
Ut rutrum pharetra eros, non sodales ante interdum ut. Cum sociis natoque
penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Aliquam
erat volutpat. Vivamus bibendum condimentum pharetra. Ut tellus sem,
consectetur eu sodales id, accumsan sed neque. Quisque et mi nunc, vitae
pulvinar quam. Sed dictum ultrices felis ultrices sagittis.
Nam eu egestas ante. Praesent posuere lacinia risus eu commodo. Nulla
massa quam, dignissim a adipiscing at, vehicula sed massa. Integer at libero
mi, sed euismod augue. Praesent iaculis, ipsum non venenatis varius, mauris
arcu eleifend elit, nec ultricies nunc nisi a nisi. Ut dapibus nisi et enim mollis eu aliquam quam convallis. Etiam vitae porta velit. Nulla dictum, libero
in vestibulum convallis, felis ligula rutrum enim, ac commodo ipsum tellus
tincidunt nulla. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Praesent adipiscing bibendum arcu elementum
tincidunt. Sed blandit ullamcorper dolor vel tempus. Quisque posuere, diam
eget faucibus tincidunt, ipsum elit hendrerit neque, non accumsan arcu massa
ut eros. In volutpat laoreet mi, id pretium velit ullamcorper porttitor. Duis
sit amet libero sed orci vulputate molestie sit amet a odio. Aliquam porttitor
lacinia leo. Donec varius euismod mollis. In volutpat convallis leo, eu bibendum elit ornare at.
Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere
cubilia Curae; Aenean a auctor nisl. Phasellus eu lacinia lacus. Nunc id tortor
leo, et pulvinar lacus. Suspendisse erat enim, tristique hendrerit tincidunt
elementum, molestie at ligula. Proin imperdiet urna id tortor iaculis tristique. Nam volutpat elit id lacus iaculis pellentesque. Donec et purus ipsum.
Proin porttitor iaculis nibh id pharetra. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique
senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Class aptent taciti
sociosqu ad litora torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos himenaeos. Morbi
at nibh eget mi ornare egestas. Sed non nunc enim. Ut lacus risus, malesuada
et posuere vitae, facilisis at metus. In id venenatis nibh. Phasellus eu neque
urna. Cras posuere dictum eleifend. Nullam eu nisi nisi. Vestibulum ante
ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Etiam
tincidunt tortor quis erat gravida accumsan.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisic elit, sed do eiusmod
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Nullam posuere semper
odio, id lacinia nibh sollicitudin in. Praesent tellus lacus, elementum tincidunt
eleifend a, iaculis sed dui. Ut non metus nisi, ac eleifend lectus. Curabitur
magna turpis, tempor luctus porttitor id, fringilla ultrices metus. Praesent
commodo dignissim pellentesque. Aliquam mollis varius egestas. Nulla accumsan posuere orci. Nunc velit ligula, bibendum vel rutrum id, bibendum et
nisi. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere
cubilia Curae; Integer gravida mollis elit ac scelerisque. Ut tempor vulputate
diam ac pulvinar. Nunc non est leo, vitae tempor massa. Maecenas ut venenatis dui. In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Donec arcu eros, consequat sit amet
facilisis sed, scelerisque sit amet neque.
Cras ullamcorper erat pretium nisi scelerisque a pretium neque pretium.
Nulla facilisis mollis elit at rhoncus. Sed tincidunt mi at enim luctus porta.
Vivamus pretium vehicula dui sit amet vehicula. Fusce eget ligula enim.
Vivamus at nunc enim. Vestibulum nisi nunc, condimentum a hendrerit nec,
feugiat a est. Integer elementum, nisi eu imperdiet convallis, sapien mauris
suscipit lectus, non hendrerit eros lectus in odio. In suscipit dolor dictum erat
mollis euismod. Duis ut mauris et nibh tincidunt lobortis Mauris sollicitudin
pulvinar dolor, sollicitudin ullamcorper justo pharetra eu. Vivamus volutpat,
enim quis posuere tincidunt, sapien felis iaculis velit, sit amet aliquet dui
leo non enim. Vestibulum in purus velit, id accumsan nulla. Ut consectetur
scelerisque mauris sed semper.
Morbi a euismod magna. In vel blandit lacus. Nam lectus lorem, accumsan
non placerat nec, tempus pharetra est. Mauris at fringilla quam. Vestibulum
eget est felis. Phasellus libero enim, molestie a euismod et, mollis nec turpis.
Donec mollis tempus porttitor. Phasellus ipsum ipsum, pharetra quis rutrum
in, bibendum id enim. Nunc ut mi sem, pulvinar pretium tortor. Cras tempor
justo velit. Cras porta accumsan ante a pellentesque.
Vestibulum est orci, bibendum ut elementum sed, tempus a dolor. Donec
id suscipit justo. In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Sed malesuada aliquam
interdum. Praesent vel turpis ut massa blandit pretium eu vel neque. Curabitur egestas semper turpis sed bibendum. Fusce vulputate tellus eu nisi congue
in porta nisi dictum. In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Maecenas dolor diam,
accumsan sit amet vestibulum at, ultricies in odio. Cras eros tellus, fringilla
sed condimentum vitae, pharetra non felis. Nam non tempor velit.
Mauris porta lorem dictum tortor pellentesque eu tincidunt magna tincidunt. Donec egestas scelerisque magna, a ullamcorper nibh pharetra aliquam.

Phasellus auctor erat vitae massa ullamcorper in sodales nulla scelerisque.
Suspendisse sed turpis nulla, id pretium ante. Curabitur molestie urna id diam
molestie vitae pretium lectus aliquet. Aliquam faucibus felis a ligula posuere
convallis. Nunc sit amet velit diam, in commodo lacus. Lorem ipsum dolor
sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Donec metus arcu, consequat rutrum
sagittis in, dapibus quis magna. Morbi mattis tortor ac leo vestibulum ultrices
ultrices orci vehicula. Integer metus purus, ultricies a commodo eu, pellentesque sed metus. Pellentesque consequat aliquam nibh, a suscipit nulla porta
et. Cras rutrum velit sit amet velit volutpat euismod. Mauris tincidunt mi eget
tellus varius sed iaculis lacus vehicula. Vestibulum tristique luctus turpis,
non faucibus lectus rutrum pulvinar. Maecenas non diam a lectus rhoncus
suscipit. Cras consectetur, tortor a porttitor mattis, justo arcu molestie nibh,
non sodales lectus ipsum sodales dui.
In pulvinar eros quis leo rhoncus in molestie ante accumsan. Fusce ac
est dui, vitae convallis sem. Morbi sagittis placerat arcu nec euismod. Sed
aliquam nisi eu massa viverra ac ultrices sapien pellentesque. Nam elementum, elit ut tincidunt imperdiet, nulla arcu luctus diam, ac laoreet orci lacus id
velit. Suspendisse vehicula, quam in pharetra feugiat, velit felis luctus turpis,
quis tristique mauris erat ut sapien. Suspendisse elementum, est eu posuere
mattis, lorem justo aliquet nisl, id fermentum velit eros in sapien. Nunc augue
magna, tristique eu mollis at, hendrerit vitae magna. Sed vel est et lorem tristique mattis. Donec nec ipsum turpis, vitae laoreet dui. Phasellus commodo
lectus vitae nulla adipiscing sollicitudin. Vestibulum quis arcu a erat sollicitudin ultricies. Donec id eros mauris. Cras arcu ligula, mollis vitae consectetur
eu, mollis vel leo. Morbi lorem nunc, pretium rutrum fringilla ullamcorper,
iaculis vel eros.
Maecenas facilisis tincidunt cursus. Donec lorem dolor, dapibus ac ornare
quis, fermentum at tellus. Pellentesque orci dolor, aliquam vel vestibulum
sed, pellentesque at orci. In tempor nibh et nibh blandit rutrum. Duis sed elit
rhoncus nibh consectetur pellentesque eget a justo. Duis suscipit enim vitae
velit egestas eleifend. Nulla aliquet lobortis arcu et pellentesque. Maecenas ut
tortor sit amet est varius tempor. Vivamus adipiscing metus nulla, quis ultricies tortor. Mauris convallis, risus eget viverra molestie, ligula dui porttitor
enim, eu placerat mi sapien ut tellus. Nunc ut elit arcu, quis accumsan eros.
Aenean rutrum varius mauris ac fringilla. Sed tempor, sapien nec scelerisque
tempus, nunc leo feugiat dolor, sed aliquam augue odio et enim. Nunc in
lectus eu orci auctor bibendum. Nulla ultrices imperdiet nibh, at convallis
massa porttitor a. Donec interdum, lectus vitae rutrum ornare, lectus purus
mattis dolor, non eleifend justo neque vel elit. Integer euismod rhoncus velit
eu ornare. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae;

Sed porta, sem in gravida sodales, lorem quam egestas erat, et congue
lacus sapien sit amet massa. Duis ac nisi mauris. Donec elementum ante mattis nulla vulputate convallis. Praesent posuere hendrerit risus, quis bibendum
lectus semper quis. Morbi ac dapibus lectus. Nulla sodales suscipit diam quis
dignissim. Suspendisse potenti. Cras gravida nunc ac ligula feugiat pharetra.
Mauris tempus tincidunt erat, id malesuada urna mollis et. Vestibulum eleifend porttitor tempus. Curabitur dictum sem nec ipsum suscipit consectetur.
Fusce eu libero dui, id rhoncus nibh. Sed a tortor mi. Nullam ornare, libero
ac posuere tempor, felis elit condimentum mauris, ut congue risus tellus sit
amet sapien. Mauris sodales, enim sit amet rutrum pellentesque, orci lorem
consectetur neque, sed rutrum ligula est id orci. Quisque eget ligula risus.
Etiam fringilla nisl ac libero egestas eget egestas enim congue. In interdum
quam ac dui pulvinar nec dignissim lorem facilisis. Duis placerat ligula vel
velit aliquam ut sollicitudin diam pulvinar. In a nisl ac nisl iaculis condimentum vitae nec turpis. Donec scelerisque luctus tellus consectetur mattis. Nam
tempor sodales est a aliquet. Etiam nec lectus vel magna facilisis malesuada.
Proin pharetra sodales sapien in molestie. Phasellus laoreet nunc id enim
ultricies a accumsan arcu sodales. Morbi mattis tempor ante ac consequat.
Fusce eu diam dui. Pellentesque posuere libero et sem volutpat ultrices. Sed
ornare condimentum libero vel ornare. Proin nec urna ipsum. Nunc fermentum lacinia risus at commodo. Etiam sollicitudin, mi et hendrerit volutpat,
metus velit pellentesque justo, nec condimentum augue eros nec metus. Duis
at ipsum sit amet turpis lobortis molestie id et ante.
Fusce et lectus elit. Sed vitae tellus augue. Suspendisse auctor lectus vel
odio varius rhoncus. Vivamus at odio lectus. Cum sociis natoque penatibus
et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Vestibulum ante
ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Fusce
nisi lectus, vehicula vel molestie rutrum, pharetra sed nisl. Aenean id turpis
dui, et facilisis nunc. Nulla non consequat mauris. Quisque mollis felis a est
condimentum iaculis. Aenean elit urna, feugiat quis bibendum a, fringilla in
sem. Duis elementum egestas urna, id placerat orci mollis nec. Vestibulum
tincidunt felis at dolor aliquet consectetur.
Vestibulum hendrerit, augue faucibus cursus hendrerit, purus enim
imperdiet lacus, a scelerisque turpis orci non eros. Proin eu felis ac nunc
elementum condimentum. Quisque orci felis, tempus adipiscing vulputate
a, pretium ac turpis. Suspendisse vulputate porttitor malesuada. Imperdiet
molestie, egestas at ipsum. Morbi sed lorem vel.

103.

104.

105.
.

“

The pious surfer does not surf for the glorification of the self but for the
glorification of the web. For this reason the INFOmonks on Spirit Surfers
will be known only by their usernames. These usernames are not chosen, but
given to them by other surfers. Identities are not annihilated, but cloaked.
Total secrecy is not important. Surfers may choose to reveal their usernames
on other sites. The cloak is just a gesture of anonymity, a message that says,
‘the web as a whole is more important to me than my own name.’”

106.

O poeta é um fingidor
Finge tão completamente
Que chega a fingir que é dor
A dor que deveras sente.
E os que têem o que escreve,
Na dor lida sentem bem,
Não as duas que ele teve,
Mas só a que eles não têm.
E assim nas calhas de roda
Gira, a entreter a razão,
Esse comboio de corda
Que se chama coração.

107.
<head>
<title>cemetery - </title>
<meta http-equiv=”content-type” content=”text/html; charset=UTF-8” />
<meta name=”description” content=”cemetery - “ />
<meta name=”keywords” content=”cemetery - “ />
<link rel=”EditURI” type=”application/rsd+xml” title=”RSD” href=”http://
bradtroemel.com/xmlrpc.php?rsd” />
<link rel=”wlwmanifest” type=”application/wlwmanifest+xml” href=”http://
bradtroemel.com/wp-includes/wlwmanifest.xml” />
<link rel=’index’ title=’cemetery’ href=’http://bradtroemel.com’ />
<meta name=”generator” content=”WordPress 3.0.3” />
<link rel=”alternate” type=”application/rss+xml” title=”RSS 2.0”
href=”http://bradtroemel.com/?feed=rss2” />
<link rel=”alternate” type=”text/xml” title=”RSS .92” href=”http://
bradtroemel.com/?feed=rss” />
<link rel=”alternate” type=”application/atom+xml” title=”Atom 0.3”
href=”http://bradtroemel.com/?feed=atom” />
<link rel=”pingback” href=”http://bradtroemel.com/xmlrpc.php” />
<link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”http://bradtroemel.com/wpcontent/themes/minimalist/style.css” />
<link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”http://bradtroemel.com/wpcontent/themes/minimalist/styles/white.css” title=”white” />
<link rel=”alternate stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”http://bradtroemel.
com/wp-content/themes/minimalist/styles/black.css” title=”black” />
<link rel=”alternate stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”http://bradtroemel.
com/wp-content/themes/minimalist/styles/blue.css” title=”blue” />
<link rel=”alternate stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”http://bradtroemel.
com/wp-content/themes/minimalist/styles/green.css” title=”green” />
<link rel=”alternate stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”http://bradtroemel.
com/wp-content/themes/minimalist/styles/grey.css” title=”grey” />
<script type=”text/javascript” src=”http://bradtroemel.com/wp-content/
themes/minimalist/scripts/mootools.js”></script>
<script type=”text/javascript” src=”http://bradtroemel.com/wp-content/
themes/minimalist/scripts/script.js”></script>
<script type=”text/javascript” src=”http://bradtroemel.com/wp-content/
themes/minimalist/scripts/styleswitcher.js”></script>
</head>

...

<!-- Start of StatCounter Code -->
<script type=”text/javascript”>
<!-		var sc_project=6535307;
		var sc_security=”91c8e04d”;
		var sc_invisible=1;
//-->
</script>
<script type=”text/javascript” src=”http://www.statcounter.com/
counter/counter_xhtml.js”></script>
<noscript><div class=”statcounter”><a title=”web analytics” href=”http://
www.statcounter.com/” target=”_blank”><img class=”statcounter”
src=”http://c.statcounter.com/6535307/0/91c8e04d/1/” alt=”web analytics”
></a></div></noscript>
<!-- End of StatCounter Code -->

108.
HAIR REMOVAL
109.
there’s something extremely relevant about
Peter Parker’s profession
-see 97
110.

“

The platforming impulse — innovating a system or venue that is designed
to present — was evidence of the machine’s deep penetration of the human
psyche. (Barnum’s active years coincide with the first wave of the Industrial
Revolution in the United States.) For it represented the emergence of the Systems Man. A pragmatic creature, Systems Man challenged the romantic idea
of the artist. Although the modern communication era did retain the place
where the artist stood, the old model of the existential poet of individuality,
that overly-ornate creature, now faced territorial competition from a more
streamlined and impersonal sort of communication specialist. In place of an
ongoing exploration of individual subjectivity, the visionaries of the telecommunication, broadcasting, and computer industries would find expression in
promotion, distribution, and real social power. Welding platforming instincts
to muscular and efficient corporate frameworks, they became all the “artist”
the expanding business culture would require. And from a certain perspective, this was not incorrect. The work which this state-of-the-art communication professional engaged in was arguably more modern, impactful, and farseeing than that of any traditional, art-context-based artist; greater numbers
of people were required to adapt to the former’s perception, certainly.”

111.
Anonymous asked: What are you? And by this I mean: what are you trying to do? Or, did you ever see Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan in ‘You’ve Got
Mail’? Chemistry, that’s what that was.
We are a couple of dudes in the (e)world, goofing around, making discoveries and sharing them with anyone who’s interested. We decided to call the
project Google Skills since that’s more or less what the whole internet art
revolution is about anyway. (Plus it’s always nice to increase the mythic quality of one of the faceless corporations eating up the web.)
If you like our shit feel free to reblog, remix or just copy what we do (we’re
already copying the people we like, so…)
Oh and yeah: Googling requires skills, just like painting, making a sculpture,
diving into the pool, reaching a calm state of mind, driving really fast, drinking lots of alcohol, walking in a cool way, etc.
Ps: Tom Hanks is evil.
4:31 am • 11 January 2011
http://googleskills.tumblr.com/post/2696296924/what-are-you-and-by-this-imean-what-are-you-trying

112.
interesting
a thought i had earlier as well
was the notion of the koonsian factory of assistants
working immaterially / globablly
if brad could have money
*had money
I could see him (or anyone for that matter)
having a photoshop army;
is that what internet memes do?
PS stands for Photoshop Soldiers
–see 120.

113.

114.

“

...In the last few years, the internet
has been used intensively by artists
- both as a medium of presentation and as a source of inspiration,
references, images and ideas. This
exhibition emphasizes the use of
the internet as a source of materials
and ideas, as well as the semantics
that has developed because of this.
How, for example, has the democratization of video by websites like
Youtube.com influenced our visual
literacy, and how are websites such
as wikipedia.com accepted as truth
and used for inspiration? How do
images found through search engines and the key words used to find
them, play a role in contemporary
art? In what ways do these developments influence the artists and their
work.”
14-02-09
--------------------115.
Stock photo sites exist around the
concept of image mutability. The
blank board photo is ‘carte blanche’
to say whatever is needed.

116.

117.
Here is a behind-the-scenes picture
of Constant Dullaart installing a
show this week in Philadelphia at
eexxttrraa.
(Artie emailed it to me)
I’m assuming it has something to do
with a performance similar to “constantdullaart’s webcam video March
15, 2010, 09:04 AM”… except a
much bigger DVD logo.

118. CHALKBOARD DRAWING 1
assumed aliases
drawing
http://www.cmeex.info
barthes quote about the networks

119. thinking about CAP in the context of image fetishization

120.
Interviewer: In the documentary Style Wars you’re portrayed as a bit of a
villain. Do you feel being a graffiti bomber is some sort of a villain in the
graffiti scene?
Cap: I was in a motorcycle club in the bronx at age 16. I am an outlaw, I
have a bad reputation from punks who couldnt handle the real outlaw lifestyle taking over the trains.
Interviewer: Was there a particular reason for the war between you and a
few of the other writers at the time of Style Wars?
Cap: People thought they could make rules for an outlaw world and I believed if there were any rules, the bronx rules.

121.

121. (detail)

“

By entering this site you are agreeing to be bound by the terms
of this agreement. All photographs and text appearing on the
artistcap1.com website(s) are the exclusive property of
ONE

CAP

(except where stated otherwise) and are protected under

international copyright treaties. They are made available for

your personal viewing enjoyment only. No images are within
the public domain. The photographs may not be copied, reproduced, redistributed, manipulates, projected, used or altered

in any way without the prior express written permission of

the owners artistcap1.com © copyright 2009-2010 all rights
reserved.”

122. Caesar Upskirt (following pages)

123.

SCENARIO:
You complete _______.

124.

125.

126.

Adrian Chen — Why Is the Military Creating an Army of Fake People
on the Internet?
Here’s a slight glimpse into the Air Force’s cyber warfare efforts: a
request for bids from last summer for “Persona Management Software,” which would allow one person to command an army of fake
online people.
From the request, posted on the Federal Business Opportunities
website:
Software will allow 10 personas per user, replete with background,
history, supporting details, and cyber presences that are technically,
culturally and geographacilly consistent. Individual applications will
enable an operator to exercise a number of different online persons
from the same workstation and without fear of being discovered
by sophisticated adversaries. Personas must be able to appear to
originate in nearly any part of the world and can interact through
conventional online services and social media platforms.
The request was for 50 licenses, which means the Air Force hoped
to create up to 500 fake Internet people. The request was filled in
June, which means these fake people could be roaming the ‘net
right now.
According to the request, the software was to be deployed in Iraq
and Afghanistan. Why? To secretly gather embarrassing party pics
from Taliban solders’ Facebook profiles? To swing Iraq newspaper
polls about whether the U.S. is evil? May they’ll help us beat out
North Korea in eBay auctions for rogue nukes. [via Daily Kos, image
via Shutterstock]

-see 20. PA STANDS FOR PERSONAL ARMIES

127-132.

which most by he develops videos like teens illness in writings has the disconnected 20s. on delusions are produced the
consistent with Web rambling, schizophrenia, often But left the
psychotic a or and the
http://browwwsing.tumblr.com/post/3231825686
http://davidbrett.uniss.it/eLearningTools/paragraph%20scrambler.html

133a.
In 2009, a major security breach at RockYou.com resulted in the release of 32
million passwords. With such a large data set available, security firm Imperva
Application Defense Center (ADC) analyzed and found that, when given the
chance, most users will choose a simplistic password. (ordered by popularity)
RANK

PASSWORD

NUMBER OF USERS W/

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

123456
12345
123456789
Password
iloveyou
princess
rockyou
1234567
12345678
abc123
Nicole
Daniel
babygirl
monkey
Jessica
Lovely
michael
Ashley
654321
Qwerty

290,731
79,078
76,790
61,958
51,622
35,231
22,588
21,726
20,553
17,542
17,168
16,409
16,094
15,294
15,162
14,950
14,898
14,329
13,984
13,856

133b. #1 result from google image searches (safesearch moderate), Monday,
February 21, 2011; 7:59-8:35 pm PST

123456

12345

princess

123456789
rockyou

Password
1234567

iloveyou

12345678
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abc123
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Daniel
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654321

Qwerty

michael
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135. THREE QUESTIONS FOR BRAD TROEMEL
I was hoping to meet up with artist/writer Brad Troemel while I was in New York but, more or
less due to personal irresponsibility (partied too hard, got sick, spent all my time at mainstream
museums), it didn’t happen. However, Brad was nice enough to answer some questions via email.
What did you think of Lauren Cornell’s Free show?
I have conflicting feelings about that show. Lauren Christiansen is in the process of writing a
review of it for Image Conscious that will undoubtedly nail many of the things I’m thinking.
(Image Conscious is the new, revamped version of Karen Archey’s Bien-Pensant blog that
will be part of the massive distribution system that is http://blogs.artinfo.com/). First, I have a
few positive opinions: Thank you, Lauren Cornell, for noticing anyone here on the internet at
all. She’s not the first exhibit organizer to do so, but it doesn’t happen too often so for that I’m
thankful because there are so many deserving artists online. I think some of the most deserving
were actually placed in this show. There are some fantastic individual projects included in Free.
The works by Martijn Hendricks, Ryan Trecartin, Aleksandra Domanovic, and Jon Rafman
were among my favorite to address the real issues related to contemporary net culture– consensual surveillance, dynamic authorship, the asymmetrical flow of globalized media, etc. On
the other hand, there are some things I don’t like about this New Museum exhibit, such as the
de-politicization of a subject matter that is flamingly politicized. ‘Free Culture’ is not an abstract
idea devoid of real implications for any hierarchy, including the institution this exhibit (perhaps
paradoxically) was displayed through. Self-consciousness of this fact by the show’s organizers
didn’t extend beyond their joking that a show named ‘Free’ costs money to attend. The end-game
of ‘Free Culture’ is that we lose purpose for a place like the New Museum, that it fades into a
marginalized position similar to newspapers and record companies. As someone who prescribes
to many of ‘Free Culture’s embedded ideologies of crypto-anarchism or anarcho-syndicalism I
don’t like the idea that a single person had such a strong hand in choosing which artists would be
included under this banner of digitized liberty. If I were to have an exhibit that addresses ideas
of the internet’s effects on culture and artistic production, the first place I would start would be
through the opinion of the decentralized public that has inspired catch phrases like ‘free culture’
in the first place. A connoisseurial approach to digital populism doesn’t make much sense. This
dispersed kind of curation may not be possible to finance through the bureaucracy of a place like
the New Museum, highlighting another paradox of the show’s proposed subject matter.

Given the curatorial statement, your Free Art manifesto seems highly relevant to the exhibition’s
concerns, but neither your writing nor your work as thejogging was referenced or included.
Naturally, no exhibition can be totally comprehensive, but do you think there are specific reasons
why you were passed over (profile still too low, work too polemical)? If you had been asked
(were you?) would you have been interested in participating?
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First, I have to say, I’ve definitely veered from some ideas promoted in Free Art. I no longer believe that artists simply existing on the internet can bring the change in art I desire(d). The internet is a place that allows for artists to use tactics unavailable elsewhere, but it is not an end in itself. Some of this was articulated in an essay I wrote called ‘The Minor League’ where I describe
this community of online artists not as a utopian venture where we have all forgotten about our
resumes and make art freely, but as a highly calculated space where many young people are (successfully) jockeying for attention and even financial success in the art world at large. What I’m
interested is an art that is not tethered to economic concerns. Art is a utopian idea that we tend to
treat far too pragmatically. Maybe this is due to its career-oriented professionalization from the
hundreds of secondary art schools so many have attended (myself included!). There is a relentless drive in capitalist economies to turn whatever you do into a labor-for-profit trade. I would
like to reserve just one aspect of my life where I don’t have to consider this pressure, where I’m

able to think and express ideas without the intention of making a product. That, and the personal
relationships I value are basically what keep me sane under these relentless pressures. My writing from the past year has tried to promote a space where artists can consensually produce art
without these limitations. If art truly is utopian, artists should also be active in conceiving of a
space for production that is equally so. It’s very difficult to create ‘free’ art from a position of
imprisonment to funds or servitude to people with institutional pull. ‘The Minor League’ was a
way of saying these pressures can easily follow us to our Facebook accounts and Tumblrs– and
they certainly have. To create this world of art freed from social pressure I’ve taken to supporting the tactic of digital anonymity as of late. It is a tool that allows us to divorce art from
considerations of personal accomplishment or brand-making. Anonymity fundamentally disrupts
capitalism at its core. Capitalism relies on distinct actors to function, the buyer/seller binary is its
basis. Without a definition of who producing the property in question there is no seller and that
property becomes impossible to purchase. Sure, you may buy an I Can Haz Cheezburger t-shirt,
but no one can “buy a meme” because it is inherently authorless and/or dynamically produced. I
don’t want to impose this conception of art on everyone. People who really want to sell their art
should be free to do so. I want a productive space better than the options I’ve been given. This
idea of art-as-meme is the kind of art world that I look forward to.
I don’t know why I wasn’t included in the Free exhibit and don’t mind it either. I personally like
Lauren Cornell and have respect for someone whose job must be so difficult. These shows take a
long time to organize due to the bureaucracy that governs museums, so it is likely she had never
heard of me back when she began working on Free. I look forward to the challenge of placing
my work in the museum some day, but I will undoubtedly try to use that privilege subversively.
Joyce Jordan’s resume section was my first attempt to do this.
Also, I found Bret Schneider’s response to the show at 491 thanks to your link at iheartphotograph. I though it was extemely intelligent and provocative vis-a-vis artists’ embrace of the
internet and the often unconditionally positive view of social-networking transparency advocated
by many people working in the field, but it also seemed dated in its stringent application of Adornian values and uneccesarily hostile — presumably, Schneider hasn’t actually seen the show and
he seemed dismissive of the possibility that any of the work might actually have merit on its own.
I thought it was interesting that you posted it, given that much of what he says seems like an attack on values that you promote yourself. Finally, given that the post only has one comment (two
if you include Schneider’s lengthy response), do you think it qualifies as an important perspective? Is visibility actually a necessary for significance anyway?
Bret’s essay was great and has fosters a critical lens towards the internet I’m also interested in.
There will be a distinct shift in my soon-to-be-published writings that will reflect this new skepticism, but it will of course be combined with an optimism for some freshly conceived tactics I’m
very excited for.

http://musformation.com/pics/tape.jpg
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alpha male
A term originating from the animal kingdom, in which some species arrange
individuals into a ranked order. For example in wolves, the pack order is split
into two chains of command, one chain for the male, and one for the female.
At the top of each chain is the ‘Alpha’ animal, and at the lowest of the chain is
the ‘omega’ animal.
Thus, the position of ‘Alpha Male’ means absolutely nothing unless you are a
howler monkey who gets no pussy. This position can be seen being fought for,
for example in school, by way of social interactions, group contests, or simply
fighting to determine who is the ‘hardest’.
The position of Alpha Male is seen as one of the most socially desirable (in
wolves as well as humans) as having it enables a male to make decisions about
how their social group/pack is run, to exact submission and obedience from
subordinates, and generally to control things and boss others around at will.
The power of the alpha male is matched only by that of the alpha female, who
is just as in control as the alpha male is. Though in human society, individual
ego and desire for authority often exclude the possibility of a partnership at
the top. Humans seem to have a remarkable tendency for aggregating ultimate
authority to one (usually male) person.
Little has changed from wolves to humans in this regard; humans still fight
for the dominant position, but unlike wolves (continuing the example), who
challenge for dominance and alpha status nonviolently using visual, auditory
and smell clues, humans often get in bloody, protracted, and vicious fights/
wars to determine who is the most powerful, and hence can dominate the rest
of the pack. This can be regarded as one of the great failings of humanity, the
desire for dominance and control and doing things one’s own way destroying
social ties to the extent fighting is necessary to enforce a social order, and that
fighting actively harms, even kills, members of that social order.
Source:
http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?AlphaMale

anonyblogging
Here’s how anonyblogging works: let’s say johndoe.tumblr.com is your target.
You create a free account [...], then “follow” John’s blog. Obsessively “reblog”
every post John makes, adding snarky, mean, or outright profane commentary.

Tumblr’s “dashboard” system means that people [who] follow John will likely
see the nasty comments. It’s the equivalent of watching someone shout at your
pal as he walks down the street. But what makes the attack so unpleasant is that
there’s no way for John to shake a malicious anonyblogger. [...]
The favored targets of anonybloggers are Tumblr personalities whose “Internet
fame” is felt to exceed their merit. Wired cover girl Julia Allison has multiple
anonyblogger critics, and persistent harassment from anonyblogger griefers
led Vimeo co-founder Jakob Lodwick to quit Tumblr altogether. But the
anonyblogging phenomena is metastasizing through Tumblr so quickly even
small fish are finding themselves under attack.
Source:
http://thelede.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/02/18/enforcing-manners-tumblrshuts-down-5-blogs/

astroturfing
1. The use of paid shills to create the impression of a popular movement,
through means like letters to newspapers from soi-disant ‘concerned citizens’,
paid opinion pieces, and the formation of grass-roots lobbying groups that are
actually funded by a PR group (AstroTurf is fake grass; hence the term).
2. What an individual posting to a public forum under an assumed name is said
to be doing.
Origin:
This term became common among hackers after it came to light in early
1998 that Microsoft had attempted to use such tactics to forestall the U.S.
Department of Justice’s antitrust action against the company. The maneuver
backfired horribly, angering a number of state attorneys-general enough to
induce them to go public with plans to join the Federal suit. It also set anybody
defending Microsoft on the net for the accusation “You’re just astroturfing!”.
Source:
http://www.catb.org/jargon/html/A/astroturfing.html
See:
sock puppet, tentacle

crypto-anarchism
Crypto-anarchism expounds the use of strong public-key cryptography to bring
about privacy and freedom. It was described by Vernor Vinge as a cyberspatial
realization of anarchism. Crypto-anarchists aim to create cryptographic
software that can be used to evade prosecution and harassment while sending
and receiving information in computer networks. Timothy C. May wrote
about crypto anarchism in Cyphernomicon: What emerges from this is unclear,
but I think it will be a form of anarcho-capitalist market system I call “cryptoanarchy.”
Using such software, the association between the identity of a certain user
or organisation and the pseudonym they use is difficult to find, unless the
user reveals the association. It is difficult to say which country’s laws will be
ignored, as even the location of a certain participant is unknown. In a sense,
the encrypted anonymous networks (the “cipherspace”) can be regarded
as an independent lawless territory or as an autonomous zone. However,
participants may in theory voluntarily create new laws using smart contracts or,
if the user is pseudonymous, depend on online reputation.
See:
bitcoin, cypherspace, cryptography, cypherpunk, darknet (file sharing),
data havens, digital gold currency, entropy (anonymous data store), freenet,
hacktivism, illegal prime, Jim Bell, infoanarchism, libertarianism, onion
routing, online reputation, pseudos

cypherpunk
[from cyberpunk] Someone interested in the uses of encryption via electronic
ciphers for enhancing personal privacy and guarding against tyranny by
centralized, authoritarian power structures, especially government. There
is an active cypherpunks mailing list at <cypherpunks-request@toad.com>
coordinating work on public-key encryption freeware, privacy, and digital cash.
See: tentacle

egosurf
To search the net for your name or links to your web pages. Perhaps connected
to long-established SF-fan slang egoscan, to search for one’s name in a fanzine.

flame
to post disruptive messages
See:
Addendum II. The Flamers Bible

false flag
False flag operations are covert operations designed to deceive the public in
such a way that the operations appear as though they are being carried out by
other entities. The name is derived from the military concept of flying false
colors; that is, flying the flag of a country other than one’s own. False flag
operations are not limited to war and counter-insurgency operations, and can
be used in peace-time.

griefing
Griefing is the act of chronically causing grief to other members of an online
community, or more specifically, intentionally disrupting the immersion of
another player in their gameplay. The term griefer originated in the online
gaming world, and although Wikipedia is not commonly regarded as a game
(but see also Wikipedia:Wikipedia is an MMORPG), the phenomenon also
occurs here, as it does also in other online communities such as Facebook and
MySpace.
Griefers are similar to trolls, with the main difference being that griefers will
often act in groups, sometimes in the form of tag team editing, to deliberately
ridicule content on Wikipedia with which they disagree, to ridicule and harass
editors associated with that content, and to interfere with the normal workings
of the project. Trolls will instead more often act individually by baiting other
members in an attempt to disrupt, and by causing other community members
to waste time in dealing with the troll’s actions. Both griefers and trolls are
usually acting out in a desire for attention.
With the growth of external websites where participants sometimes discuss
content at Wikipedia that they find humorous and/or offensive (sometimes
referred to as “wikigroaning”), there has been a growth in the number of
persons who come to Wikipedia motivated by discussions at those sites. In
some cases, these persons come as meatpuppets, although their actions are

usually not officially endorsed by the websites from which they came. They
can arrive, often within a concentrated period of time, as single-purpose
accounts, and may be reluctant to explain why so many editors with the same
opinions have arrived at a page at the same time. If they become registered
users, they may decorate their user-pages with material that mocks the subject
matter that concerns them. For processes such as requests for comment, where
editors depend upon transparency and the absence of canvassing, griefing can
potentially be very disruptive to the normal editing process.
Griefers may lack social skills. They fail to adjust to social norms, and do not
take criticism well. On Wikipedia a griefer could be a POV warrior, a vandal,
someone engaging in personal attacks, an editor who habitually lacks civility, or
even an administrator sympathetic to other griefers. However, not all griefers
are rude, and some may be unfailingly polite, while at the same time they are
making deliberate attempts to disrupt the community. They may game the
rules, possibly following the letter but not the spirit, and they may repeatedly
violate unwritten social standards.
There are as many motivations for griefing as there are griefers, but common
causes are:
– Emotional immaturity and/or instability.
– Adolescent rebellion against authority. A desire to push the limits and
attempt to disrupt.
– Sociopathic behavior.
– Boredom. Some griefers feel that they want something to do, and if they’re
not interested in participating in a constructive manner, they will generate
their “fun” by antagonizing others. This boredom generally arises due to a lack
of sufficient stimulus or creative outlets that can sometimes be the result of
excessive regulation and moderation by authoritarian personalities and overly
broad interpretation about what sort of activities constitute ‘griefing’ (see, for
example, Linden Lab’s definition of “broadly offensive”).
– Seeing no other recourse to address systemic problems which result in
Wikipedia’s inability to rid itself of bad characters.
– A desire for attention in the form of a reaction of any kind from others.
In terms of dealing with griefers, the community must eventually make a costbenefit analysis to determine whether a participant’s contributions justify the
loss of morale they inflict on other users.
Dealing with a griefer is often dependent on the exact nature of their activities.
– Sometimes griefers should simply be ignored.
– Sometimes, with effort on the part of other good members of the
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community, a griefer may be socialized if they can be given sufficient attention
and brought back to a more cooperative standard of behavior. One way to
handle suspected griefers is to politely ask about their concerns and explain
constructive ways to raise those concerns in a socially acceptable manner.
– If positive engagement does not lead to improvement, habitual griefers
should be politely, but firmly, asked to leave a community.
– In any case, editors and administrators should recognize griefing when it
occurs, and, as with any other form of disruptive editing, endeavor not to let it
impair the quality of Wikipedia’s content.
Re: games/gaming
A griefer is a player who does things in a game to deliberately cause annoyance
(“grief” in the sense of “giving someone grief”) for the griefer’s own enjoyment
(or “lulz”). Such a player is a particular nuisance in online gaming communities,
since griefers often cannot be deterred by penalties related to in-game goals.
Due to its popularity amongst some users, instances of griefing have increased.
Websites such as “griefermadness” have formed online communities where
visitors can view griefing videos and images.
Exact griefing methods differ from game to game. Common methods include:
– Intentional friendly fire or deliberately performing actions detrimental to
team members’ game performance
– Using third-party hack programs
– Any methods of reversing another player’s progress (such as “unbuilding” in
Minecraft)
– Falsely accusing others of griefing behavior
– Written and/or verbal insults
– Exploitation of unintended game mechanics
– Stealing other players’ items and/or experience (when done for the purpose
of harassment, not self-gain)
– Spamming
– Spawn camping
– Twinking
– Acting out-of-character in a role-play setting
– Saying or doing something just to irritate, upset, or otherwise harass
someone
– Creating multiple subscription accounts
– Purposely not assisting the team (e.g. “feeding” (deliberately helping the
other team by getting “killed”), wasting key game elements)

– Collusion with the opposition, referred to as “ghosting”
– Repeatedly trying to steal another player’s kills so that their time is wasted
– Blocking another player’s way so they cannot move or get out of a particular
area
– Luring many monsters or one big one to chase the griefer and then rushing to
where they want to unleash them. The line of monsters in pursuit looks like a
train, and hence this is sometimes called “training”.
Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Griefing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Griefer

heteronym (linguistics)
a word spelled the same as another but having a different sound and meaning,
as lead (to conduct) and lead (a metal).
Origin:
1880–85; < Late Greek heterṓnymos. See hetero-, -onym

heteronym (literature)
The literary concept of heteronym, invented by Portuguese poet Fernando
Pessoa, refers to one or more imaginary character(s) created by a writer
to write in different styles. Heteronyms differ from noms de plume (or
pseudonyms, from the Greek “False Name”) in that the latter are just false
names, while the former are characters having their own supposed physiques,
biographies and writing styles.
Pessoa’s Heteronyms
In Pessoa’s case, there are at least 70 heteronyms (according to the latest
count by Pessoa’s editor Teresa Rita Lopes); some of them know each
other, and criticise and translate each other’s works. Pessoa’s three chief
heteronyms are Alberto Caeiro, Ricardo Reis and Álvaro de Campos; the
latter two consider the former their master. There are also two whom Pessoa
called semi-heteronyms, Bernardo Soares and the Baron of Teive, who are
semi-autobiographical characters who write in prose, «a mere mutilation» of
the Pessoa personality. There is, lastly, an orthonym, Fernando Pessoa, the
namesake of the author, who also considers Caeiro his master.

The heteronyms dialogue with each other and even with Pessoa in what he
calls «the theatre of being» or «drama in people». They sometimes intervened
in Pessoa’s social life: during Pessoa’s only attested romance, a jealous
Campos wrote letters to the girl, who enjoyed the game and wrote back.
Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heteronym_(literature)

meatpuppet
The term meatpuppet or “meat puppet” is used as a pejorative description
for a number of quite different online behaviors. An early recorded use is in
cyberpunk novelist William Gibson’s Neuromancer (1984). The term had
a long history before the Internet, including the alternative rock band Meat
Puppets, and a TV series broadcast in 1980 and featuring Wil Wheaton.
Editors of the online encyclopedia Wikipedia use “meat puppet” to deprecate
contributions from a new community member if the new member was
(apparently) recruited by an existing member only to back up the recruiting
member’s position. The person is implied to be analogous to a sockpuppet
in function and goals, but a real separate person (i.e. “meat”) rather than
fictitious. Wired columnist Lore Sjöberg puts “meat puppet” first on a satirical
list of “common terms used at Wikipedia,” giving its supposed Wikipedia
meaning as “a person who disagrees with you”.
A number of other online sources, however, use the term “meatpuppet”
for varied sockpuppet behaviors. For example, according to one online
encyclopedia, a meat puppet “publishes comments on blogs, wikis and other
public venues about some phenomenon or product in order to generate public
interest and buzz”—that is, engages in the kind of behavior more widely known
as astroturfing. A 2006 article in The Chronicle of Higher Education stated,
“The ‘meat puppet’ is a peculiar inhabitant of the digital world—a fictional
character that passes for a real person online.”

mutualism
Mutualism is the way two organisms biologically interact where each
individual derives a fitness benefit (i.e. increased reproductive output). Similar
interactions within a species are known as co-operation. It can be contrasted
with interspecific competition, in which each species experiences reduced
fitness, and exploitation, or parasitism, in which one species benefits at the

expense of the other. Mutualism and symbiosis are sometimes used as if they
are synonymous, but this is strictly incorrect: symbiosis is a broad category,
defined to include relationships which are mutualistic, parasitic or commensal.
Mutualism is only one type.
A well known example of mutualism is the relationship between ungulates
(such as cows) and bacteria within their intestines. The ungulates benefit from
the cellulase produced by the bacteria, which facilitates digestion; the bacteria
benefit from having a stable supply of nutrients in the host environment.
Mutualism plays a key part in ecology. For example, mutualistic interactions
are vital for terrestrial ecosystem function as more than 48% of land plants
rely on mycorrhizal relationships with fungi to provide them with inorganic
compounds and trace elements.
In addition, mutualism is thought to have driven the evolution of much of the
biological diversity we see, such as flower forms (important for pollination
mutualisms) and co-evolution between groups of species.However mutualism
has historically received less attention than other interactions such as predation
and parasitism.
Measuring the exact fitness benefit to the individuals is not always
straightforward, particularly when the individuals can receive benefits
from a range of species, for example most plant-pollinator mutualisms. It
is therefore common to categorise mutualisms according to the closeness
of the association, using terms such as obligate versus facultative. Defining
“closeness,” however, is also problematic. It can refer to mutual dependency
(the species cannot live without one another) or the biological intimacy of the
relationship in relation to physical closeness (e.g. one species living within the
tissues of the other species).

passing (sociology)
Passing is the ability of a person to be regarded as a member of social groups
other than his or her own, such as a different race, ethnicity, social class,
gender, and/or disability status, generally with the purpose of gaining social
acceptance. This may take the form of changing only one group from the
person’s own, such as a person’s dressing such as to pretend to be of a higher
social class, or may take the form of simultaneously changing multiple groups,
such as a male suicide bomber who shaved off his beard, dressed and wore
makeup to appear as a Jewish woman to enter a hotel in Israel.

Etymologically the term is simply a clipped form of the phrasal verb pass for
or pass as, as in a counterfeit passing for the genuine article or an impostor
passing as another person. It has been in popular use since at least the late
1920s.
Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passing_(sociology)

picaresque
1. pertaining to, characteristic of, or characterized by a form of prose fiction,
originally developed in Spain, in which the adventures of an engagingly roguish
hero are described in a series of usually humorous or satiric episodes that often
depict, in realistic detail, the everyday life of the common people: picaresque
novel; picaresque hero.
2. of, pertaining to, or resembling rogues.
Confused with:
picturesque

poser
1. one who pretends to be someone whose not.
2. who tries to fit in but with exaggeration

Poser
2. Any one who does not follow his/her own ideas of what he/she likes.
Following no one set norm makes you real and following no one set norm
makes you poser. Poser is governed not by the clothes, music, or makeup you
wear, but rather by the state of your mind and the conformity to your own
beliefs.
Source:
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=poser

powergaming
Powergaming (or power gaming) is a style of interacting with games or gamelike systems with the aim of maximising progress towards a specific goal, to
the exclusion of other considerations such as (in videogames, boardgames,
and roleplaying games) storytelling, atmosphere and camaraderie. Due to its
focus on the letter of the rules over the spirit of the rules, it is often seen as
unsporting, un-fun, or unsociable. This behaviour is most often found in games
with a wide range of game features, lengthy campaigns or prize tournaments
such as role-playing, massively multiplayer or collectible games.

power-leveling
“Power-leveling” is the process of sustained, fast leveling in computer roleplaying games. Many role-players disdain the practice, believing that this
attempt to “beat” a game misses the point of role-playing. Also, by powerleveling high over the game developers’ intended level, the challenge of the
game decreases tremendously.

shill
One who poses as a satisfied customer or an enthusiastic gambler to dupe
bystanders into participating in a swindle.
v. shilled, shill·ing, shills
v.intr.
To act as a shill.
v.tr.
1. To act as a shill for (a deceitful enterprise).
2. To lure (a person) into a swindle.

soi-disant French [swadizɑ̃]
so-called; self-styled
[literally: calling oneself]

sock puppet
A phony name made up by a user in order to masquerade as someone else on
the Internet. Sock puppets can make controversial comments or vote for or
against a cause without revealing their identity. They may respond to their own
Usenet or blog posts praising the articles they wrote themselves or disagree
with comments criticizing them on other sites.
Origin:
The term comes from a pretend person made by placing a sock over one’s
hand.
See:
meat puppet, astroturfing

steganography
Steganography is the art and science of writing hidden messages in such a
way that no one, apart from the sender and intended recipient, suspects the
existence of the message, a form of security through obscurity. The word
steganography is of Greek origin and means “concealed writing” from the
Greek words steganos (στεγανός) meaning “covered or protected”, and graphein
(γράφειν) meaning “to write”. The first recorded use of the term was in 1499 by
Johannes Trithemius in his Steganographia, a treatise on cryptography and
steganography disguised as a book on magic. Generally, messages will appear
to be something else: images, articles, shopping lists, or some other covertext
and, classically, the hidden message may be in invisible ink between the visible
lines of a private letter.
The advantage of steganography, over cryptography alone, is that messages
do not attract attention to themselves. Plainly visible encrypted messages—no
matter how unbreakable—will arouse suspicion, and may in themselves be
incriminating in countries where encryption is illegal.[1] Therefore, whereas
cryptography protects the contents of a message, steganography can be said to
protect both messages and communicating parties.
Steganography includes the concealment of information within computer
files. In digital steganography, electronic communications may include
steganographic coding inside of a transport layer, such as a document file,
image file, program or protocol. Media files are ideal for steganographic
transmission because of their large size. As a simple example, a sender might

start with an innocuous image file and adjust the color of every 100th pixel to
correspond to a letter in the alphabet, a change so subtle that someone not
specifically looking for it is unlikely to notice it.

tentacle
A covert pseudo, sense 1. An artificial identity created in cyberspace for
nefarious and deceptive purposes. The implication is that a single person may
have multiple tentacles. This term was originally floated in some paranoid
ravings on the cypherpunks list, and adopted in a spirit of irony by other, saner
members. It has since shown up, used seriously, in the documentation for some
remailer software, and is now (1994) widely recognized on the net.
Source:
http://www.catb.org/jargon/html/T/tentacle.html
Compare:
cypherpunk, astroturfing, sock puppet

troll

twinking
Twinking is a type of behavior in role-playing games. A player who engages in
such behavior is known as a twink. The precise definition of twinking varies
depending on the variety of role-playing game. In “pen and paper” role-playing
games, a twink is often synonymous with a munchkin. In MUDs, a twink is
a player who is variously anything from a munchkin to a newbie to a griefer.
In MMORPGs, twinking refers to powerleveling a character through the
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assistance of a higher level character, particularly through the use of otherwise
unattainable high level equipment, or the process of keeping a video game
character at a low level while using in-game currency, earned by a high level
character, to provide it with superior equipment.
In computer role-playing games, particularly MMORPGs, twinking refers to
outfitting a new character or player with items or other resources that are not
normally available to new or low-level characters. A twink in this usage is a
type of powergamer and munchkin. The term can also refer to the twinked
character itself (e.g., “My twink has all the best gear.”) In its most basic
definition, a twink is a character with better gear than they could have easily
gotten on their own.
Twinking is typically done by transferring higher-end equipment from the
player’s (or his friend’s) more experienced characters (who often have excess
gear that would be much more useful to the lower-level character). It can also
be done by equipping the character with the best possible gear for his level
range, and filling them with end-game enchantments.
Many new players dislike twinking of other’s characters, since it gives a major
advantage to established players starting a new character. Some new players
do not like to have their own characters twinked, as they prefer to earn the
equipment for themselves.
It’s common for twinking items to be traded at good values due to persistent
demand. Sometimes, this will go so far as to inflate twink equipment prices, as
high level players are willing to pay more than a newbie would be able to.
Examples Twinking can happen whenever players can interact and trade with
each other, regardless of how present other players can be in the game itself;
the handheld roleplaying game Pokémon, as an example, allows players to
trade their Pokémon with each other.
Twinking was once very common in the CORPG Guild Wars, when players
would have their low-level characters taken by high-level characters to endgame areas to obtain the best armor, weapons, and skills available, as Guild
Wars does not have a level limit on such things. These twinked characters
would then return to low-level PvP areas to fight significantly disadvantaged
opponents. This practice became so proliferate that the Guild Wars
development team introduced a patch prohibiting characters with high-level
armor entering beginner arenas.

Twinking in World of Warcraft is a process where a player character forgoes
experience point gains and leveling and maintains a specific level. The
character then attempts to obtain the best possible item per equipment slot
available to that specific level. The twinked character , or “twink” is used
to play in player versus player battlegrounds. The twink often chooses the
highest playable level for a battleground bracket, (e.g. level 19 for the 10-19
battleground bracket, level 29 for the 20-29 battleground bracket, etc.). The
armor and weapons the twink seeks to obtain may be purchased, rewarded
from quests, or looted from dungeon bosses. The character may attempt this
solo, in groups, or with the help from high level characters.
By competing at the highest level allowed in the battleground bracket,
and equipped with the best possible gear, twinks played with a significant
advantage over regular players. New players as well as low level players in the
battleground bracket were often at a severe disadvantage in games that fielded
numerous twinks. Because of the gear and/or experience advantage, twinks
often easily overpowered new and low level players, quickly eliminating them
from play. Consequently. these players experienced little of the actual game
play. Battlegrounds often had twinks playing for both factions, Horde and
Alliance, leveling the playing field to an extent, but winning and losing could be
grossly influenced by which faction fielded more twinks. However, because of
the large twink communities, especially at lower level brackets, battlegrounds
were often filled with organized teams of twinks competing against each other.
In an attempt to amend the discrepancy between twinks and new players,
Blizzard Entertainment introduced several modifications in recent patches.
The first modification was introducing experience point gains in battlegrounds.
With the possibility of gaining experience points, and ultimately leveling into
the next bracket, twinks could no longer play ad infinitum in their chosen
bracket. However, in order to accommodate the large twink community,
Blizzard introduced the option of turning experience point gains off, thereby
allowing a level 19 twink to remain level 19 forever. All characters who chose
to stop gaining experience points could join a different type of battleground
that only included other characters who had also turned experience point gains
off. These battlegrounds became known as “xp-off battlegrounds” or “twink
only battlegrounds.” Additionally, in order to amend the level discrepancy in
battlegrounds, Blizzard divided each battleground bracket in two. The level
10-19 bracket became two separate groupings, levels 10-14 and levels 15-19 (the
20-29 bracket became 20-24 and 25-29 etc.). This allowed players to compete
with other players that were no more than 4 levels above them.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twinking
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excerpt from:
The Role of Trolls in Consensual Internet Surveillance, Brad Troemel

“

Anonymity has long provided a safe harbor for dissent, from the trope of the
nameless whistleblower to the witness protection plan. Institutions formed to
protect the anonymity of those with contrarian opinions were used to shield
the dissenter from the dangerous retaliation of whomever the dissenter was
threatening to reveal. In these courtroom instances anonymity was a necessary measure of protection because the dissenter was in a weakened position
of power to confront a jury. In general, we grant these witnesses a certain
amount of credibility because they are willing to sacrifice their own safety
and potentially the future of their identity to release information they believe
to be crucial to public justice. Another place where institutions are formed
to create anonymous dialogue is on the internet– though this kind of digital
anonymity works almost completely opposite of how it does in a courtroom.
On the internet, the tables have turned, and in a chatroom like weliveinpublic.
com’s, the anonymous mass is the majority and the named individual is the
minority. If the idealized form of what the witness protection plan allows for
is the whistle blowing employee, the normalized form of what the internet’s
anonymity allows for is the comment thread troll.
The troll is a kamikaze-esque figure; often sacrificing her own image’s good
standing within a community and/or the civility of discourse to achieve her
desired effect of perceptual disruption. The troll does not wish to join the
conversation so much as she wishes to take those with the false pretension or
actual possession of power in a discourse down a peg. When trolling takes
the form of written text, this kind of disruption is accomplished by inserting
the most dimly divisive material into a conversation possible or resorting to
personal attacks. For this reason, trolls have a tendency of nit-picking minor
details, using ‘snark’ in place of research, and conflating the content of a
speaker’s ideas with what they perceive to be the content of that speaker’s
character. Trolls can be demonstrably incorrect in what they pass off as facts
because conversational truth or consensus is not what they intend on achieving. As Momus said, “Every lie creates a parallel world, the world in which
it’s true.” In a populist digital environment, lies and disinformation are able
to travel at light speeds, giving a new dimension to the old idea of “if its
printed, it’s true”. The troll is aware of this fact, and often produces disinformation that hovers just at the cusp of believability.

Like the kamikaze fighter the troll is also a rational actor, believing her actions– no matter how self-destructive or slanderous they are at the moment–
justify her ends and ultimately reward her afterwards. This reward has often
been summed up as “doing it for the lulz”– which is true in some internet
contexts– but is not the only intended result for other forms of trolling. In
fact, any zealotry can be expressed through trolling, be it political, personal
or even artistic difference.
Trolls do not have to be anonymous, though it sure helps their tactical process. Many trolls actually work with their real names, taking advantage of
a paradox of (dis)embodiment many users perceive in their internet use. To
explain this paradox simply, users of the internet often believe the form their
communication takes place through (a chatroom, for instance) is not a ‘real’
version of communication, while simultaneously believing the content they
acquire in those ‘unreal’ digital environments is or can be ‘real’. As such,
the actors who populate digital environments are abstracted along with the
medium in which they reside, allowing digital speakers to be perceived as
‘unreal’ figures paradoxically capable of ‘real’ conversational impact. Trolling may occur under the guise of a person’s actual name because many of
the disembodying comforts of speaking anonymously are afforded to a troll
simply by virtue of existing in a seemingly abstracted digital environment.
The success of a troll is first dependent on the internalization of her accusations in the person she is attacking and secondly the external impact of her
trolling on the community in which her subject resides. In both of these
instances, the subject and audience of trolling is victim to a natural psychological tendency among humans: the habit of paying more attention to critical
voices than those that are supportive. This tendency is compounded by the
practical reality of how internet users who are supportive of content generally
show their approval through traffic alone or menial and silent gestures such
as the Facebook “like” button. The digital silence of the positive majority
often obscures their existence, granting those with antagonistic commentary greater leverage in the bargaining process of public opinion. I echo Jon
Stewart’s recent suggestion that “we need to make troubled individuals easier
to spot” by raising the level of discourse in internet art to a place that makes
snark and trolling the unfortunate minority instead of the dominant articulations of belief. Democracy is contingent upon the ability of its participants
to articulate the differences and similarities that comprise their populace. By
allowing contrarian viewpoints to dominate discourse, the only possible links
formed between internet artists will be the mutual recognition of negativity and disputes. I’d prefer a progressive understanding of intentions behind
internet art’s successes and articulated solutions for internet art’s problems

but the silent majority will have to get much louder than they are now for that
to happen.
8:30 pm • 21 February 2011
151. Notes on Appendix A, Alternate Covers
A1 slowcontent.tumblr.com
A2 tanneramerica.tumblr.com
A3 louisdoulas.tumblr.com
A4 the jogging
A5 googleskills.tumblr.com
A6 harrypottersglasses.tumblr.com
A7 thepulse.tumblr.com
A8 memegenerator.net/theinternetartist
A9 deke2.com
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Dumas’s considerations of paint as the medium of self-concealment are dialectically partnered with her musings on photography’s self-exposure.
153.
Are marketable Personas the unintended byproduct of an immaterial practice?
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P.S.
Power Supply, Pseudo Surveillance, Photoshop Soldiers, Pathogenic Strain,
Paranoid Schizophrenic, Pandering Sychophants, Panoptican Scrambler,
Premium Surfer, Privatized Services, Predatory Strategies, Psychopathic Sentiments, Polymorphous Shape, Panda Sex, Prank Sushi, Pakistani Sources,
Pancake Sandwich, Passive Side, Pizza School, Pervy Stache, Project Site,
Price Seth, Painful Sore, Porn Stash, Profile Stuff, Painting Sucks, Public
Structure, Protocol State, Psychotropic Substance, Post Secrecy, Psirit Surfers, Partner Silence, Penal Servitude, Pragmatic Sequencing, Proust’s Search,
Programming Skills, Packet Sent, Persecutory Stalking, Profane Sentiments,
Proving Something, Propagate Self, Pi Solved, Petitioning Supplicant,
Produced Scarcity, Pejorative Smear, Psoriasis Scales, Personal Sacrifice,
Prototype Shelter, Psychic Synonym, Ponzi Scheme, Possible Supposition,
Palm Scanner, Plasma Screen, Portrait Splitting, Palimpsestic Scuffle, Poor
Sisyphus, Papal Sermon, Personality Shatter, Potential Shaman, Private
Shame, Pirate Ship, People Shepherd, Philosophical Stealth, Photo Studio,
Pictorial Space, Physical Signature, Pierced Septum, Prolongued Silence,
Poser Skateboarding, Penis Size, Pilfering Sneak, Pretty Skeptical, Pansy
Strike, Pitiful Skulking, Pigment Sample, Pixel Skirmish, Provisional Subjec-

tivity, Pretended Sincerity, Pop Shove-it, Pure Simple, Police Sketch, Perceptual Scar, Pattern Sifter, Para Site, Popularity Suffocates, Pudding Sample,
Phone Saliva, Plato’s Sketchbook, Proud Slave, Pregnant Stare, Pilgrim
Sitcom, Phantom Slap, Proprietary Scissors, Pertinent Spiritualism, Practical Standards, Protestant Stride, Protracted Strife, Piccolo Shaft, Pronounced
Stutter, Pernicious Sparkle, Plow Straight, Printable Surface, Prime Stunt,
Paste Servant, Passing Shark, Phony Sculpture, Polygamist Shock, Protective
Shawl, Premonition Siren, Picket Society, Produce Symbols, Prism Sentence,
Pausing Sentinel, Perceptual Shift, Professional Shill, Profit Sphere, Proxy
Server, Particle Simulation, Puppet Situation, Pick Stereography, Partisan
Support, Proper Slang, Proliferating Spider, Punk Shit, Prophet Sterilizer,
Perceptive Student, Phrase Sifting, Privileged Storyteller, Principle Stigma,
Permutation Smoke, Priority Shuffle, Proceed Symbolically, Peer Subcommittee, Parental Stranger, Policy Stifler, Property Stolen, Positive Sound,
Purchasing Significance, Puberty Shack, Poetic Signal, Pavlovian Stimulation, Pedantic Speech, Press Spill, Production Silo, Pawn Shop, Patriotic
Stripes, Pithy Stoic, Pagan Symposium, Performance System, Party Survey,
Placeless Spirit, Partial String, Pickle Spiral, Population Similarities, Poison
Share, Plagiarism Secure, Potter’s Spectacles, Placated Sarcasm, Perspiring
Schoolmaster, Portentous Senses, Pay Scale, Perspicacious Scowl, Profound
Sentience, Pervasive Sciomancy
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APPENDIX C.
9: Conclusion to “Free Art” by BT

This is not a proposal for Free Art to exist– it already does! You can find it
on every Tumblr, Youtube, Delicious and personal website of every artist
available. The odds are, if you’re reading this you are already a Free Artist.
Congratulations.
The purpose of this essay is twofold: First, it is an invitation for unacquainted
artists to directly engage this digital system of distribution instead of waiting
for a stranger to appropriate their work into it with a cell phone. Additionally,
this is an invitation for people who are already Free Artists to value and
understand what they are doing. Free Art is not cast to be permanently
referential to the material art world. While the digital art world instantly
contains information on all of the things happening in the material, the
material world contains little to no information on all of the things happening
in the digital– so why wait for the material world of institutions to commend
us for our actions when it is unlikely they will be made aware of Free Art for
at least another decade?
Free Art is a rich environment and the viewership artists receive, the
connections with other people they make and the information they learn are
all real. Let’s encourage the digital process we engage in on a daily basis
and enjoy the things it has given us. Let’s celebrate our new community
and existence for art. Don’t allow nihilistic and boundary-loving critics to
convince you that the tools at our fingertips ‘are not worth it’ once more. The
fervor of a conviction that dares to break from what already exists equally
inspires respect from those who share the desire for change and reactionary
criticism from those who are too afraid to believe in anything. So long as art
and the internet exist, Free Art will be right here too. Don’t let a history book
tell you Free Art was revolutionary when you have every right to believe you
are a radical today.
While the digitization of all information made public is certain, each of
our ideological positions toward this fact remains to be decided. Similarly,
we all must determine our relationship to the art market at some point in

our lives– a decision marked by compliance or resistance. The time has
come for us to stop waiting for the market’s hand of god to scoop us up
and place us in an unlikely land of fame and fortune. We have been given a
chance to achieve great things on our own without the market, galleries’ or
museums’ corrupting effects. The sacrifice Free Art asks is your own comfort
and complacency; it is easier to continue to allow others to represent and
distribute art, but wouldn’t you rather do it yourself? When assessing this
sacrifice, please remember that a failed attempt at change is better than a
successful assimilation, and a successful attempt at change is better than all
else. Heaven and hell are not faced upon death, but when we close our eyes
to sleep at night. While others endlessly dream of a better life, the Free Artist
sleeps with a grin.
May 2010
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“Ginny!” Harry muttered, sprinting to her and dropping to his knees.
“Ginny –don’t be dead –please don’t be dead–” He flung his wand aside,
grabbed Ginny’s shoulders, and turned her over. Her face was white as
marble, and as cold, yet her eyes were closed, so she wasn’t Petrified. But
then she must be –
“Ginny, please wake up,” Harry muttered desperately, shaking her. Ginny’s
head lolled hopelessly from side to side.
“She won’t wake,” said a soft voice.
Harry jumped and spun around on his knees.
A tall, black-haired boy was leaning against the nearest pillar, watching.
He was strangely blurred around the edges, as though Harry were looking at
him through a misted window. But there was no mistaking him –
“Tom – Tom Riddle?”
Riddle nodded, not taking his eyes off Harry’s face.
“What d’you mean, she won’t wake?” Harry said desperately. “She’s not –
she’s not –?”
“She’s still alive,” said Riddle. “But only just.”
Harry stared at him. Tom Riddle had been at Hogwarts fifty years ago, yet
here he stood, a weird, misty light shining about him, not a day older than
sixteen.
“Are you a ghost?” Harry said uncertaintly.
“A memory,” said Riddle quietly. “Preserved in a diary for fifty years.”
He pointed toward the floor near the statue’s giant toes. Lying open there
was the little black diary Harry had found in Moaning Myrtle’s bathroom.
For a second, Harry wondered how it had got there – but there were more
pressing matters to deal with.
“You’ve got to help me, Tom,” Harry said, raising Ginny’s head again.
“We’ve got to ge her out of here. There’s a basilisk ... I don’t know where it
is, but it could be along any moment . . . . Please, help me –”
Riddle didn’t move. Harry, sweating, managed to hoist Ginny off the floor,
and bent to pick up his wand again.
But his wand had gone.

“Did you see –?”
He looked up. Riddle was still watching him – twirling Harry’s wand
between his long fingers.
“Thanks,” said Harry, stretching out his hand for it.
A smile curled the corners of Riddle’s mouth. He continued to stare at
Harry, twirling the wand idly.
“Listen,” said Harry urgently, he knees sagging with Ginny’s dead weight.
“We’ve got to go! If the basilisk comes –”
“It won’t come until it is called,” said Riddle calmly.
Harry lowered Ginny back onto the floor, unable to hold her up any longer.
“What d’you mean?” he said, “Look, give me my wand, I might need it –”
Riddle’s smile broadened.
“You won’t be needing it,” he said.
Harry stared at him.
“What d’you mean, I won’t be –?”
“I’ve waited a long time for this, Harry Potter,” said Riddle, “For this
chance to see you. To speak to you.”
“Look,” said Harry, losing patience, “I don’t think you get it. We’re in the
Chamber of Secrets. We can talk later –”
“We’re going to talk now,” said Riddle, still smiling broadly, and he pocketed Harry’s wand.
Harry stared at him. There was something very funny going on here . . .
“How did Ginny get like this?” he asked slowly.
“Well, that’s an interesting question,” said Riddle pleasantly. “And quite a
long story. I suppose the real reason Ginny Weasley’s like this is because she
opened her heart and spilled all her secrets to an invisible stranger.”
“What are you talking about?” said Harry.
“The diary,” said Riddle. “My diary. Little Ginny’s been writing in it for
months and months, telling me all her pitiful worries and woes –how her
brothers tease her, how she had to come to school with secondhand robes and
books, how” –Riddle’s eyes glinted– “how she didn’t think famous, good,
great Harry Potter would ever like her. ...”
All the time he spoke, Riddle’s eyes never left Harry’s face. There was an
almost hungry look in them.

“It’s very boring, having to listen to the silly little troubles of an elevenyear-old girl,” he went on. “But I was patient. I wrote back. I was sympathetic, I was kind. Ginny simply loved me. No one’s ever understood me like
you, Tom. . . . I’m so glad I’ve got this diary to confide in. . . . It’s like having
a friend I can carry around in my pocket. . . . “
Riddle laughed, a high, cold laugh that didn’t suit him. It made the hairs
stand up on the back of Harry’s neck.
“If I say it myself, Harry, I’ve always been able to charm the people I
needed. So Ginny poured out her soul to me, and her soul happened to be exactly what I wanted. . . . I grew stronger and stronger on a diet of her deepest
fears, her darkest secrets. I grew powerful, far more powerful than little Miss
Weasley. Powerful enough to start feeding Miss Weasley a few of my secrets,
to start pouring a little of my soul back into her . . .”
“What d’you mean?” said Harry, whose mouth had gone very dry.
“Haven’t you guessed yet, Harry Potter?” said Riddle softly. “Ginny Weasley opened the Chamber of Secrets. She strangled the school roosters and
daubed threatening messages on the walls. She set the Serpent of Slytherin on
four Mudbloods, and the Squib’s cat.”
“No,” Harry whispered.
“Yes,” said Riddle, calmly. “Of course, she didn’t know what she was
doing at first. It was very amusing. I wish you could have seen her new diary entries . . . far more interesting, they became.... Dear Tom,” he recited,
watching Harry’s horrified face, “I think I’m losing my memory. There are
rooster feathers all over my robes and I don’t know how they got there. Dear
Tom, I can’t remember what I did on the night of Halloween, but a cat was
attacked and I’ve got paint all down my front. Dear Tom, Percy keeps telling
me I’m pale and I’m not myself. I think he suspects me. . . . There was another sneak attack today and I don’t know where I was. Tom, what am I going to
do? I think I’m going mad. . . . I think I’m the one attacking everyone, Tom!”
Harry’s fists were clenched, the nails digging into his palms.
“It took a very long time for stupid little Ginny to stop trusting her diary,”
said Riddle. “But she finally became suspicious and tried to dispose of it. And
that’s where you came in, Harry. You found it, and I couldn’t have been more
delighted. Of all the people who could have picked it up, it was you, the very

person I was most anxious to meet. . . .”
“And why did you want to meet me?” said Harry. Anger was coursing
through him, and it was an effort to keep his voice steady.
“Well, you see, Ginny told me about you, Harry.” said Riddle. “Your whole
fascinating history.” His eyes roved over the lightning scar on Harry’s forehead, and their expression grew hungrier. “I knew I must find out more about
you, talk to you, meet you if I could. So I decided to show you my famous
capture of that great oaf, Hagrid, to gain your trust –”
“Hagrid’s my friend,” said Harry, his voice now shaking. “And you framed
him, didn’t you? I thought you made a mistake, but –”
Riddle laughed his high laugh again.
“It was my word against Hagrid’s, Harry. Well you can imagine how
it looked to old Armando Dippet. On the one hand, Tom Riddle, poor but
brilliant, parentless but so brave, school prefect, model student . . . on the
other hand, big, blundering Hagrid, in trouble every other week, trying to
raise werewolf cubs under his bed, sneaking off to the Forbidden Forest to
wrestle trolls . . . but I admit, even I was surprised how well the plan worked.
I thought someone must realize that Hagrid couldn’t possibly be the Heir
of Slytherin. It had taken me five whole years to find out everything I could
about the Chamber of Secrets and discover the secret entrance . . . as though
Hagrid had the brains, or the power!
“Only the Transfiguration teacher, Dumbledore, seemed to think Hagrid
was innocent. He persuaded Dippet to keep Hagrid and train him as a gamekeeper. Yes, I think Dumbledore might have guessed. . . . Dumbledore never
seemed to like me as much as the other teachers did. . . .”
“I bet Dumbledore saw right through you,” said Harry, his teeth gritted.
“Well, he certainly kept an annoying close watch on me after Hagrid
was expelled,” said Riddle carelessly. “I knew it wouldn’t be safe to open
the Chamber again while I was still at school. But I wasn’t going to waste
those long years I’d spent searching for it. I decided to leave behind a diary,
preserving my sixteen-year-old self in its pages, so that one day, with luck, I
would be able to lead another in my footsteps, and finish Salazar Slytherin’s
noble work.”
“Well, you haven’t finished it,” said Harry triumphantly. “No one’s died

this time, not even the cat. In a few hours the Mandrake Draught will be
ready and everyone who was Petrified will be all right again –”
“Haven’t I already told you,” said Riddle quietly, “that killing Mudbloods
doesn’t matter to me anymore? For many months now, my new target has
been – you.”
Harry stared at him.
“Imagine how angry I was when the next time my diary was opened, it was
Ginny who was writing to me, not you. She saw you with the diary, you see,
and panicked. What if you found out how to work it, and I repeated all her
secrets to you? What if, even worse, I told you who’d been strangling roosters? So the foolish little brat waited until your dormitory was deserted and
stole it back. But I knew what I must do. It was clear to me that you were on
the trail of Slytherin’s heir. From everything Ginny had told me about you, I
knew you would go to any lengths to solve the mystery – particularly if one
of your best friends was attacked. And Ginny had told me the whole school
was buzzing because you could speak Parseltongue. . . .
“So I made Ginny write her own farewell on the wall and come down
here to wait. She struggled and cried and became very boring. But there isn’t
much life left in her. . . . She put too much into the diary, into me. Enough to
let me leave its pages at last. . . . I have been waiting for you to appear since
we arrived here. I knew youd’ come. I have so many questions for you, Harry
Potter.”
“Like what?” Harry spat, fists still clenched.
“Well,” said Riddle, smiling pleasantly, “how is it that you – a skinny boy
with no extraordinary magical talent – managed to defeat the greatest wizard
of all time? How did you escape with nothing but a scar, while Lord Voldemort’s powers were destroyed?”
There was an odd red gleam in his hungry eyes now.
“Why do you care how I escaped?” said Harry slowly, “Voldemort was
after your time. . . .”
“Voldemort,” said Riddle softly, “is my past, present, and future, Harry
Potter. . . .”
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lol- the last image looks like Billie Armstrong from Greenday
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http://www.toad.com/gnu/
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Crypto Rebels
It’s the FBIs, NSAs, and Equifaxes of the world versus a swelling movement of Cypherpunks , civil libertarians, and millionaire hackers. At stake: Whether privacy will exist in the 21st
century.
By Steven Levy
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/1.02/crypto.rebels.html
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http://personaldemocracy.com/pdfleaks
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Fork Bomb I
#!/usr/bin/perl
while (print fork, “ “) {
exit if int rand(1.01);
}
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Nicki Minaj to Launch ANOTHER Alter Ego
Who needs Sasha Fierce when you can have Martha, the mother figure
of Nicki Minaj’s alter ego Roman Zolanski! An alter ego that’s the matriarch of another alter ego? Call the shrink? Nah! Miss Minaj is getting
creative as her debut album Pink Friday inches closer and closer to its
November 22 release date. Minaj will unveil this new alter ego on the
album.
This second alter ego is the “mother figure” of her already established
Roman Zolanski character.
“There is a person introduced on Pink Friday -- it’s Roman’s mother,”
Minaj said during a chat with RapFix Live. Minaj is confident that fans
will love Martha, but they have to wait until the album drops next month
to check out the elder Zolanski. “You gotta wait,” Minaj insisted. “You
gotta wait for November 22 to meet Martha, but you’re gonna love her.
You’re gonna absolutely adore her.” Just don’t get too attached to the
Martha moniker, as Minaj said she may switch it up for the album. “I may
change her name,” she said. “I just made up her name on the spot.”
Oh, Nicki. You’re so coy.
Are you excited to finally check out Pink Friday?
—Amy Sciarretto
11.02.10
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FWD: Who is generation “Y”

WHO IS GENERATION “ Y “
Thought you all needed the explanation. I know I did, now I completely understand!

The Silent Generation are people born before 1946.
The Baby Boomers are people born between 1946 and
1965.
Generation X are people born between 1965 and 1979.
Generation Y are people born between 1980 and 1996.
Why do we call the last one Generation Y?
I did not know until now, but the cartoon below explains
it eloquently...
And now, you too have learned something new too!
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APPENDIX D.
A Few More Scenarios

SCENARIO:
CC stands for Copy Cat.

SCENARIO:
The film “Conspiracy Theory” starring Mel Gibson is
actually hidden camera footage of a real-life, highly elaborate
practical joke.

SCENARIO:
The government takes notice.

SCENARIO:
Dissemination not aggregation.

SCENARIO:
Brad Troemel is just Brad Troemel, the others are KEVIN
BEWERSDORF!!

SCENARIO:
A new type of internet surf club is created.
This club isn’t a single site like its predecessors-instead it
is a network of tumblrs, websites and facebook profiles.
Like Spirit Surfers, its members adopt pseudonyms. Unlike
spiritsurfers.net, the pseudos are realish-sounding names
with their own accompanying internet personas. This society
expands outwards with various tentacles providing support
to the others as newer identities are continually fabricated.

SCENARIO:
Sand away (or paint over) all the letters on a traditional
QWERTY keyboard. Remove the delete button.

SCENARIO:
Thought experiments.

SCENARIO:
We all go Anonymous.
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